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Effects: Geminationand
Antigemination
OCP

John J. McCarthy

Few putative properties of phonological organizationhave had as erratic a history as
the ObligatoryContour Principle (hereafterthe OCP). Originallyproposed to account
for distributionalregularitiesin lexical tone systems (Leben (1973)),its role in tone was
later either modified (Leben (1978)), rejected (Goldsmith(1976)), or limited to the phonetic level (Goldsmith(1976)as well). The OCPhas enjoyedconsiderablygreatersuccess
in its applicationto nonlinearsegmentalphonology (McCarthy(1979)), and a fairly detailed examinationof its role in such nonprosodicdomains is the focus of this article.
Leben's (1973) original argumentfor the OCP came from the distributionof tone
melodies in morphologicallysimplex nouns in Mende. Mende has a system of lexically
assigned tone melodies, and simple observationof the surface tone patternsreveals the
following set of possibilities for words of one to three syllables:
(1) H+
L+

HL+
LH+

LHL

There are not as many surface tone patternsas we would expect, given a system with
two tones (H and L) and free combination of one, two, or three of them. The only
occurring patterns are those where each nonfinal tone is associated with exactly one
syllable and where the final tone, as indicated by Kleene +, is replicatedto fill up all
syllables not occupied by other tones. In particular,there are no trisyllabicwords displayinga HHL or LLH tone pattern,althoughstraightforwardconsiderationof the combinatoricswould expect these melodies to be representedamong the possibilities.
Leben's account of these observationsinvokes two principles.First, only the rightmost tone is subject to autosegmental spreading (although this is characterizedin a
differentbut essentially equivalent way in Leben's nonautosegmentaltheory). Second,
the only source of identical tones on adjacent syllables is throughspreading;primitive
melodies like HHL or LLH are excluded, so the left-rightasymmetryintroducedby the
first principlecannot be subverted simply by lexical listing. Goldsmith(1976) dubs the
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second provision the ObligatoryContour Principle, a regrettablyimperspicuousname
that is intended to suggest that only contour sequences ratherthan level sequences can
occur in melodies. We may formulatethis principleas follows:
(2) Obligatory Contour Principle

At the melodic level, adjacentidentical elements are prohibited.
As I have noted, the role of the OCP in tonal phonology is a matter of some controversy (but see Kenstowicz and Kidda (1985) for a recent positive assessment). This
is, however, orthogonal to the issues I treat here. Rather, I investigate the OCP as a
constrainton the organizationof nonprosodicor segmentalphonology, particularlythe
representationof phonemic melodies and tiers in nonlinearmorphology.I first review
and expand considerablyon the evidence that the OCP governs lexical representations,
just as in the Mende case. I then present an extended argumentthat the OCP operates
not only in a passive way, on the lexical listing of morphemes,but also actively in the
course of the phonologicalderivation.Its function in the derivation,I claim, is not that
sporadicallyassumed in the tonal literature(a process that fuses adjacentidenticaltones
into a single one), but ratheris more typical of other principlesof grammar,accounting
for a hithertounnoticedconstraint,called antigemination,which prohibitssyncope rules
from creating clusters of identical consonants.
The full treatment of antigeminationnecessarily takes us into a domain of great
intrinsic interest: the relation between phonologicaland multitieredmorphologicalrepresentations in Semitic-typelanguages. This relationis mediatedby an operationcalled
Tier Conflation,originallyproposedfor quite differentreasons by Younes (1983).I show
that morphologicallycharacterizedautosegmentaltiers, with the OCP and Tier Conflation, provide an interface between two formerly separate domains of theoretical discourse, lexical phonology and nonlinearphonology. The implicationsof this proposal
ultimatelyextend well beyond the issues discussed here.
I conclude the article by addressingtwo other areas of current concern: the distinction between phonetic and phonologicalrules and the independenceand universality
of the OCP.
1. LexicalEvidencefor the OCP
The original argumentsfor resurrectingthe OCP from the limbo to which it had been
consigned, and the first argumentsfor this principlefrom any nontonal data, were the
distributionalconstraints on Semitic roots analyzed in McCarthy(1979; 1981b).I shall
briefly review those argumentsand then adduce a numberof new ones that have come
to light in other Semitic languages. This section concludes with a discussion of lexical
evidence for the OCP in non-Semitic languages.
An often noted phenomenonof Semitic languages,first characterizedrigorouslyby
Greenberg(1960), is the virtuallycomplete absence of nominaland verbal stems of the
pattern CiVCiVCj.Thus, Arabic for example contains no verbs with stem sasam. In
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fact, the observationcan be made somewhatstronger,since no classical Semitic language
contains stems [CiVCiX],where the left bracketmarksthe beginningof the stem and X
is nonnull. On the face of it, this restrictionis puzzlingfor several reasons. First, there
is no phonotactic basis for ruling out the stem-initialCiVCisequence-although there
are no stems like tatak, there are inflected or derived verbs like tatakallam 'you converse', where the t's are heteromorphemic.Second, a simple prohibitionagainsthaving
identical consonants separatedby a vowel within a stem is wrong, because stems of the
form samam 'poison' are quite common, with about200 types occurringin a largeArabic
dictionary.
We observe, then, that a conspicuous right-leftasymmetryis built into this claim,
since the CiVCisequence is prohibitedin stem-initialbut not in stem-finalposition. The
explanationfor this propertyin McCarthy(1979; 1981b)has two parts:
(3) a.
b.

Arabic roots are subject to the OCP.
All autosegmentalspreadingin Arabic is rightward.

These two clauses exclude the two possible representationsof prohibitedsasam in (4a,b),
while permittingthe derivationof occurringsamam in (4c):
(4) a.
*sasam

A

a

s

c.

*sasam

samam

A

[C V C V C]
s

b.

m

[CvC
s

a

A
V C]
m

a

[C V CVC]
s

m

Both the OCP and rightwardspreadingare essential to obtainingthis result, the OCP
excluding the root /ssm/ in (4a) and rightwardspreadingproviding no mechanism to
derive the pattern of association in (4b).
There are other reasons for supposingthat the OCP is part of the correct account
of this exclusion. Arabic enforces a constraint prohibitinghomorganicconsonants in
adjacentpositions of a triconsonantalroot (Greenberg(1960)).If there were roots /smm/
ratherthan /sml, then we would obviously need to complicate this condition considerably, as in fact Greenbergdoes, by excluding adjacenthomorganicconsonants unless
they are identical. The analysis based on the OCP, then, renders this homorganicity
constraintconsiderably more simple and plausible.
Finally, it is worth noting that there are no quadriliteralverb forms with doubling
of any consonant except the final one, as we would expect underthe OCPand rightward
spreading.Thus, parallelinga quadriliteralverb like dahraj 'roll', we do not find verbs
dadrajor darraj(the latter identifiableas a quadriliteralratherthan a triliteralroot with
medial geminationby its morphologicalbehaviorelsewhere).
In addition, the OCP has a number of consequences that are not dependent on
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rightwardspreading. These consequences are of two types: cases where we can show
that there must be a single consonant in the phonologicalrepresentationwhen phonetically there are two, and more weakly cases where we can show that there is no ambiguity, that the languagedoes not supporta contrastbetween one geminateconsonant
and a sequence of two tautomorphemicidenticalones even when such a contrast would
in principlebe learnable.
Consider first the structuralparallelbetween the ninth binyan verb hmarar 'to be
red' and the first binyan verb samam. The final root consonant is productivelydoubled
in the former, since this verb is transparentlyrelatedto humr'red'. The root is therefore
/hmrl, with spreadingof the final consonant as a markof the ninth binyan. On the other
hand, the OCP forces us to say that there is also spreadingof the single root consonant
m in samam, even though this verb and all forms related to it invariablyhave at least
two m's on the surface. This in itself is remarkable,since it means that the OCPactually
demands a certain measure of abstractnessin phonologicalrepresentationseven when
unsupportedby alternations.The structuralparallelbetween the productively reduplicated ninth binyan verb and the invariablyreduplicatedfirst binyan one, however, is
clear-both have exclusively rightwardspreading,and both undergoa metathesis/syncope rule. This rule, called IdenticalConsonantMetathesisand first discussed by Brame
(1970), provides further support for the OCP. Metathesis is responsible for the alternations in (5a), but it is inapplicableto the apparentlyparallelforms in (5b):
(5) a.

/sm/ Binyan I
samamtu
yasmumna
/lhmr/Binyan IX
hmarartu
yahmarirna
b. /ktb/ Binyan VIII
ktatab
/tbi/ Binyan V
yatatabbaSu
!mqt/ Binyan I
maqatataa

'I poisoned'
'they (f.) poison'

samma 'he poisoned'
yasummu'he poisons'

'I reddened'
'they (f.) redden'

hmarra'he reddened'
yahmarru'he reddens'

'he copied'

*kattab

'he pursues'

*yattabbaSu

'they (f. du.) detested'

*maqattaa

The Metathesis rule seen in (5a) actually includes both metathesis and deletion,
dependingon whether a consonant cluster precedes or not. Of interest to us now is the
contrast between (5a) and (Sb). Tautomorphemicidentical consonants undergo Metathesis (5a), but heteromorphemicones do not (5b). In (Sb) the italicized t's are not part
of the root-they are derivationalinfixes or prefixes in the first two examples and an
inflectionalsuffix in the last. This restrictionof Metathesisto tautomorphemicidentical
consonants can easily be accounted for in structuralterms: the tautomorphemicconsonants alone are represented by one-to-many association. Thus, Metathesis can be
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formulatedas follows:
(6) Arabic Identical Consonant Metathesis
(x

(V)i C V C V

->

1 (3)j 2 4 5

1 23 45
Condition:i D 7j
Later we will discuss the fact that this metathesis/syncoperule can create geminates, a
propertythat is of direct relevance to one majorpoint of this article.
Two features of Metathesis arguefor the OCP. First, this rule confirmsthe parallel
between productively copied consonants and invariably copied ones, supportingthe
claim that there is a single melodic m in samam. Second, the absence of roots that are
systematic exceptions to Metathesis (althoughindividuallexical items may be) is what
we expect underthe OCP. Withoutthe OCP, some verbs mightarbitrarilyhave C1C2C2
roots, which would prevent them from undergoingMetathesis. Such roots would be
straightforwardlydetectable by this behavior, so this is a genuine result of the absolute
constraintthe OCP places on the Arabic lexicon.
A related result comes from the languagegames that occur in some Arabic dialects
(McCarthy(1982; forthcoming)). In a Bedouin Hijazi Arabic languagegame, the root
consonants may be freely permuted, with all vocalism, affixal consonants, canonical
pattern,and associationlines remainingunchanged.A verbformlike kattab,for example,
yields exactly five (3!- 1) distinct results in this game:
(7) battak
kabbat
takkab
bakkat
tabbak
Biconsonantal roots, however, have only one (2!- 1) possible output in the game, regardless of their pattern:
(8) /hl/ Binyan I
hall

lahh

'he solved'

/sm/ Binyan II
sammam

--

massas

'he poisoned'

Again, this result is what we expect under the OCP-if these forms had triconsonantal
roots, we would expect them to displaythe same variety of patternsas (7). In particular,
we would expect *mammasto be a well-formedresult of the languagegame. The OCP
furtherpredicts that all putative biliteralroots in the languagewill behave in exactly this
way, since the OCP tolerates no variationin the representationof such forms.
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Another language game-this time from Amharic-provides a very different kind
of evidence for the OCP (McCarthy(1985; forthcoming)).A secret language used by
prostitutes in Addis Ababa uses a quasi-morphologicalpatternof CV skeleton and associated vocalism, very much like the real morphology of the host language. A few
representativeforms appear in (9):
Amharic

(9) a.

baytat

'house'

gwaro

gWayr3r

'backyard'

bLrr
badda

bayr;r
bayd3d
k'aylal
t'ayt'at'
kaybd3d
gaybz3z

'dollar'
'make love'
'wishy-washy person'
'drink'
'heavy, difficult'
'invite to'

k'allol3

b.

Argot

bet

t'3tt'a
kabad
gabbaz3

The basic analysis is that the root is extracted from the actual Amharicform and submitted to a disyllabic prosodic template, with ay in the first syllable and d in the second.
We stipulateas well that the final root consonant is associated to both the onset and the
coda of the second syllable:
(10) a.

b.

Apply the consonantalroot to the following skeleton:
acr (whichgenerates[CV(C)CVC],andup to threemedialconsonants)
ay a
with the association rule:
..CVC]

\V
The OCP effect that is of interest concerns the distinction between (9a) and (9b).
In (9a) all roots are biconsonantalunder the OCP, even though they display from two
to four consonants in the surface form. In (9b) the roots are triconsonantal,with three
or four phonetic consonants. The canonical pattern of the result is determinedby the
numberof consonants in the root, where the root is determinedmodulothe OCP. I have
argued elsewhere (McCarthy(1982))that a disyllable template like that of the Amharic
game is expanded minimally to accommodate the available consonantism, given the
language-particularassociation rule (9b). Thus, the distinction between (9a) and (9b)
requiresthat Amharicroots be representedby exactly as many consonants as the OCP
permits.'
' Broselow (1984; 1985)has arguedthat Amharicdoes not in fact respect the OCPand that the evidence
from this languagegame may be spurious.In McCarthy(to appeara) I considerthe full rangeof her evidence
and show that there are many advantagesto enforcingthe OCP in Amharicjust as in Arabic.
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Another Ethiopian Semitic language, Chaha, provides a very different source of
evidence for the OCP (McCarthy(1983)). Chaha has morphologicalmutation rules of
palatalizationand labialization,rules that markcertain morphologicalcategories either
by themselves or with concomitant suffixes. These rules can be expressed informally
as follows:
(11) a.

b.

Chaha Labialization
Attach [+ round] to the rightmostlabializable(labial or velar) consonant
in the root.
Chaha Palatalization
Attach [+high, -back] to the last root consonant if it is palatalizable
(coronal or velar).

A few simple examples of these two phenomenaappearin (12):
(12) a.

Labialization
Personal
danag
nakas
masar
b. Palatalization
Imperative
2nd m. sg.
gyaky3t
nomad
n3q3t

Impersonal
danagw
nakwas
mwasar

'hit'
'bite'
'seem'

2ndf. sg.
gydky;ty
nomady

'accompany'
'love'

noq3tY

'kick'

When the palatalized or labialized root consonant is the result of a one-to-many autosegmental association, however, all surface copies of the consonant display the secondary articulation:
(13) a.

Personal
sakak
gamam
b. Masculine
batat
s3k3k

Impersonal
sakwakw
gamwamw

'plant in the ground'
'chip the rim'

Feminine
batyaty
s3kyaky

'be wide'
'plant in the ground'

This result is derivedfrom two things:ChahaPalatalizationand Labializationaffect
the root tier directly;and the OCPensures that all "copies" of a root consonantoriginate
in a single element on the root tier. The OCP furtherensures that there will not be any
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roots where Palatalization or Labialization fails to display this across-the-board
behavior.2

Similarpropertiesmay be found in Rotuman,a languageoutside the Semitic family
that Saito (1981; see also McCarthy(forthcoming))has shown to have the characteristic
Semitic segregationof vowels and consonants onto separatetiers. An importantfeature
of Rotuman morphology is the distinction between complete and incomplete phase (a
kindof free versus boundform, respectively)that is markedon the surfaceby a complex
pattern of vowel alternationsin the final syllable of the stem. The alternationsgroup
into four types depending on the quality of the last two vowels in the stem, but I will
confine myself only to the Metathesis and Umlautpatternshere, which are exemplified
in (14):
(14) Complete Incomplete
a. Metathesis

pure
tiko
b.

Complete Incomplete

pu^er
tiok

'to decide'
'flesh'

hosa
pepa

hoas
p6eap

'flower'
'paper'

'kava-food'
'to pull'

mose
hoti

mos
hot

'to sleep'
'to embark'

Umlaut

fu?
fut

fu?i
futi

The incomplete phase invariablyhas a single vocalic mora in the final syllable, so the
ligatures in (14a) mark short diphthongs.
Saito shows that the apparentmorphologicalmetathesis-and in fact all the alternations in Rotuman-can be subsumedunder a small numberof general properties:
(15) a.
b.
c.
d.

Vowels and consonants are on separatetiers.
A final skeletal element V that is present in the complete phase is absent
in the incomplete phase.
Vocalic melodies that are otherwise unassociatedreassociate leftward.
Some of the resultingshort diphthongsundergocoalescence or are otherwise simplified to yield monophthongs,according to their feature makeup.

Departing somewhat from Saito's analysis, which derives incomplete phase from
complete by a morphologicaltruncationrule, we can suppose that the complete phase
is marked by a V suffix that is unspecified for vowel quality, and that the lexical representations of Rotumanroots appearas in (16):
r

(16) p

m

s

l I

I

I

CVC

CVC

u

e

u

e

o

e

2 The obvious hypothesisthat identicalconsonantsin sequence harmonizewith respect to palatalization

or labializationappliedto the rightmostone in the sequence is shown to be incorrectin McCarthy(1983).
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Derivations of the complete and incomplete phases of these two nouns then proceed as
follows:
(17)

CompletePhase
p

r

I

m

l I

Underlying CVC + V

I

u

I

III
0

m

I I

Association C V C + V

I

s

I

I

e

o

m

u

e

I I
X

e

0

s

m

I I

CVC

Coalescence ""

I
CVC

r

u

s

I

CVC

p

CVC + V

I

I

e

~~~~~I
~ ~~~
I

e

r

p

I

e

u

s

CVC + V

r

p

IncompletePhase

CVC

e

N

X

m

s

I

I

e

CVC

pure

mose

puer

mos

It is apparentthat, under this analysis, the Metathesis patternof incomplete phase
formationinvolves nothing more than association of a floating vowel to the stem V slot
to yield a short diphthong.The Umlautpattern,which derives froman intermediatestage
with short diphthongsoe, oi, and ui, is producedby the applicationof the following rule
of Coalescence, an operationon the melodic level affectingtwo vowels associated with
the same V position:
(18) Rotuman Coalescence
V

- back

+ high)a

>*

+back

+ high)b

V

r2
- backj

This rule can be simplifiedin various ways by acknowledgingits interactionwith other
aspects of Rotumanphonology, but it will suffice for our purposes here.
The OCPrequiresthat Rotumanlexical representationshave a single vocalic melody
for sequences of tautomorphemicidenticalvowels separatedonly by consonants. Under
appropriateconditions, this single melody ought to display apparentacross-the-board
applicationof the umlautingeffect of Coalescence, just as in Chaha. Saito (1981)points
out that this is indeed the case, and a check by me of all relevantforms in Churchward's
(1941) dictionaryconfirms it. Thus, we find the patternof incompletephase alternation
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in (19a), accounted for by the typical derivationin (19b):
(19) a.

pulufi
puluf
'stick'
furfuruki furfuruk 'pimple'
'stretch arms'
nunuji
nunuj

popore popor 'suddenly'
roromi rorom 'dash'
o?honi o2hon 'mother'
f

b.

r f

r

k

f

CVCCVCVC
u

r f

I

I

I I I II

-

r

I

C VC

i

V

I

k
V
C

i

u

As this analysis furtherpredicts, the apparentleftwardpropagationof the umlauteffect
is blocked by two things, either a morphemeboundary-since at a minimumseparate
morphemesare on separatetiers andthereforenot subjectto the OCP3-or a nonidentical
vowel:
(20) a.
b.

motolori
taumuri
Konousi
kalofi

motolor
taumur
Konous
kalof

'motor-lorry' (cf. motokaa, motopaeke)
(cf. taumua 'prow', taurani 'dinghy')
'stern'
'propername'
'egg'

Precisely this distributionof incomplete phase umlaut is requiredby the lexical application of the OCP: all tautomorphemicidenticalvowels that are separatedonly by consonants shouldshow nonlocaleffects of Coalescence, andnone shouldever do otherwise.
Yet another rule of Rotuman, somewhat differentfrom Coalescence, also provides
support for the OCP. The rule of a-Umlaut fronts stressed a when it is followed immediately on the melodic tier by e:
(21) a-Umlaut
a e

12

1 2
[-back]

Unlike Coalescence, this rule is indifferentto whether the two vocalic melodies are
associated with the same V slot or not; thus, it applies in complete and incompletephase
alike:
(22) Complete

lamane
sakanave
kaka?e
I

Incomplete

laman
sakanav
kaka?

'lemon'
'sandal'
'finger'

A furtherconsequenceof havingseparatemorphemeson separatetiers is that a nonrootvowel cannot
reassociateleftwardin the incompletephase and thereforecannottriggerCoalescence.Thus, hotome, derived
from the root hoto 'to jump' and the classificatorysuffix me 'towardspeaker', forms the incompletephase
form hotom and not hotom (Churchward(1941, 79)).
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As with Coalescence, the across-the-boardapplication of a-Umlaut is interruptedby
morphemeboundaryor a nonidenticalvowel:
(23) a.

sagavane sagavan 'brother, male first (cf. vane 'husband')
cousin (of woman)'
kapatake kapatak 'copper-tack'
(cf. kapa)
fakvare fakvar 'to attract'
(cf. fak(a) 'causative',
varvdre'to like')
b. taniale
'yam species'
tanial

Again, the distributionof Umlaut is exactly as we would predict under the OCP.4
Yet another non-Semiticlanguagewith segregationof vowels and consonants onto
separatetiers is SierraMiwok, whose morphologyis the subjectof two insightfulpapers
(Smith and Hermans (1982), Smith (1985); cf. Broadbent(1964)). Sierra Miwok has a
system of root-and-patternmorphologythat places considerableemphasis on counting
the number of consonants in the root in determiningthe type of pattern to use. For
example, the qualitative morphology involves a kind of root reduplicationfor biconsonantal roots but spreadingof the last root consonant for triconsonantalones:
(24) a.
b.

kywciilekojohulawhitpyp-

'get cold'
'red pepper'
'salt'
'forget'
'get cold'

kywkywwecilcillekojkojjehulwawwehitpyppe-

'be cold'
'taste peppery hot'
'taste salty'
'be late'
'be cold'

The computation of the numberof consonants in the root is again performedmodulo
the OCP-there are evidently no cases like kojio- that form qualitativesin *koIjojje-,as
they would if there were two j's in the melodic representation.(In part, this OCP consequence is independentof whether Miwok consonants are on their own tier or not.)
Other rules of Miwok morphology also have this character, and we can find them in
modern Semitic languagesas well. For example, EgyptianArabic excludes all verbs of
the samam type from the III and VIII binyanim,an exclusion that requiresthat all such
verbs have biconsonantalroots without any lexical variability,as the OCP guarantees.
Once again, this is a case where the languagecould sustaina lexical distinctionbetween
4 Saito (1981)actuallyuses the a-Umlautrule, togetherwith a rule raisinga beforea highvowel, to argue
that low vowels are not subjectto the OCP in Rotuman,althoughhe concedes that nonlow vowels are. That
is, he finds that there are a sequences that do not display across-the-boardumlaut,and concludes from this
that they are representedby several a's on the melodic tier. This peculiarand unexpectedstate of affairsis,
I think, based on an erroneousinterpretationof the apparentcounterexamplesto across-the-boardapplication
of a-Umlaut. My search of Churchward's(1941)dictionaryhas producedmany forms that conformwith the
OCP generalizationand only six that do not. Of these, two are transparentlymorphologicallycomplex and
are dealt with as such in the text of this article. Anothertwo have a nonproductiveprefix blockingumlaut,
so there are only two remainingexceptions. Both of these are of the form CaCae and are plausiblyderived
by a differentrule of Rotumanapplyingto a immediatelyprecedinge.
The other rule Saito cites, which raises a when followed by a high vowel (Churchward(1941, 76)), in fact
never applies to more than one vowel at a time. This sort of behavioris irrelevantto the OCP, since it can
be built into the rule itself or otherwise accountedfor withoutinvolvingan OCP violation.
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two types of tautomorphemicidentical consonants but does not. Essentially the same
argumentcan also be made for Takelma(Goodman(1983)).
One effect of the OCP in languagesboth with and without Semitic structureis the
enforcementof conditions of the sort "a value for X may appearonly once in a domain
Y." That is, a constituent (like a morphemeor a word) may bear only one value for
some feature or set of features. Such conditions come in two flavors. The values of X
may be allowed to spread, so thatthey are instantiatedon morethanone surfacesegment,
as in Ito's (1984) analysis of Ainu vocalism. Or the values of X can be restricted to a
single segment, as in Ito and Mester's (1986) treatmentof Japanese voicing. In an appendix to their article, Ito and Mester vigorously pursue the idea that the OCP is responsible for the distributionof voiced obstruentsin Japanese. In either case, only one
value of the relevantfeaturesmay appearon the appropriatemelodictier, andthe spreading or lack of spreadingof this value is a separateparameterof the theory. Connections
with more familiar conditions of this sort, like Semitic or Indo-Europeanroot cooccurrence restrictions, naturallysuggest themselves.
The remaining consequences of the OCP can also be found in any non-Semitic
language,regardlessof its morphologicaltypology, providingit has distinctive quantity.
Prince (1984) and Selkirk (1984, 129) point out that most intersyllabicsequencing constraints can be derived from relatively simple filters on the association of melodic elements with the skeleton. In particular,considera languagethatexcludes tautomorphemic
geminates. This constraintis expressed as follows:
(25) *CC
Vx

Withoutthe OCP, it is possible to subvertthe constrainteasily by havingtautomorphemic
clusters of identical consonants. With the OCP, (25) is all the grammarneeds to express
this very common property.
Second, the OCP is an essential feature of the literaturederiving the integrity of
geminates from structural properties of the melody-to-skeleton association (Schein
(1981), Kenstowicz (1982), Steriade (1982), Hayes (1984), Schein and Steriade (1984)).
This literaturehas grown up aroundthe observationthat tautomorphemicgeminateconsonants or vowels display immunityto certain kinds of phonologicalrules, an immunity
that is attributed to their one-to-many pattern of association (although there is disagreementover the precise mechanismfor blockingruleapplication).Quitea largenumber
of such cases have been found, and they invariablyshow the propertythat phonological
rules of a particularsort cannot apply to sequences of identicalelements within a morpheme. The principles of rule application that derive this result presuppose both the
OCP, as I have formulatedit, and the segregationof differentmorphemesonto different
tiers, even in systems with purely concatenative morphology. Since there are some
possible exceptions to the tautomorphemic/heteromorphemic
geminate dichotomy, we
shall return to it in section 6.2 when we consider how morphologicaldistinctions are
lost in the course of the phonology.
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Third, where we have direct evidence for the make-up of the melody from nonconcatenative morphologicalprocesses in languageswith otherwise concatenative morphology, it invariably shows that such languages respect the OCP. For example, the
Finnish language game kontti kieli 'knapsack language' provides direct evidence that
long vowels are representedby a single melodic element. (The same conclusion holds
for the quite differentEstonian languagegame describedby Lehiste (1985).)Kontti kieli
abstracts the first consonant and vowel of the phonemic melody from a word, replaces
it by ko, and associates it with the word CVntti(Campbell(1981)):
(26) Helsingissa
kesan
mita
sikio

kolsingissa hentti
kosan kentti
kota mintti
kokio sintti

'Helsinki (iness.)'
'summer(gen. sg.)'
'what'
'embryo'

Formally, the derived representationsare somethinglike this:
(27)

k o

m i

II

C v Cv

II

C v CC Cv

ta

n t

i

Crucially,the phonemic melodies are moved and not their associated skeletal positions,
just as in many otherlanguagegames involvingtransposition(Clements(1984),McCarthy
(1982; forthcoming)).5The effect of this is clear in the case of long vowels (or surface
diphthongsderived from long vowels). The melody of the whole long vowel moves as
a unit (28a); in contrast, true underlyingdiphthongsmove only the first vocalic element
in the phonemic melody (28b):
(28) a.
b.

riipua
rookata
teeskentely
keula
nousta

koopua rintti
kookata rontti
kooskentelu tentti
koula kentti
kousta nontti

'to hang'
'to move'
'affectation'
'bow'
'to rise'

These facts bear on the OCP in two respects. Generally, the OCP ensures that all
long vowels are represented by a single element on the phonemic melody tier. This
accounts for the differentbehaviorof diphthongsand long vowels-only a single vowel
in the phonemicmelody may move. Furthermore,the OCPguaranteesuniformtreatment
of all long vowels-all must behave as a single unit. This behavior is typical of all
transpositionlanguagegames cross-linguistically(McCarthy(1982;forthcoming),Clements (1984), Vago (1984)), so we have here a robust result of the OCp.6
5 For a somewhatdifferentanalysis of this Finnishlanguagegame, see Vago (1984).

6

Vago (1984)and Steriade(personalcommunication)have pointedto Cuna(Sherzer(1970))as a language
where long vowels may violate the OCP on the basis of languagegame evidence. A Cunatranspositiongame

preposes the final syllable or vowel, depending on one's analysis: dage

-*

geda 'come', goe

-*

ego 'deer,

baby'. A long vowel, however, shows variation,with some speakers transformingmuu 'grandmother',dii
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2. Antigemination
The evidence presented up to this point has arguedfor only one particularinstantiation
of the OCP: as a constraint on the representationof unanalyzablemorphemes in the
lexicon. We now turn to some cases in which the OCP is enforced throughoutthe derivation-not to fuse sequences of identical elements into a single unit, as is sometimes
thought, but rather to prevent the creation of such sequences. Our first two majorexamples of this come from syncope rules in Afar and Tonkawa.
2.1. Afar

The Lowland East Cushitic languageAfar is the subject of an extremely thoroughand
insightfuldescriptionand analysisby Bliese (1981).Afarhas a ruleof syncope thatdeletes
an unstressed vowel in a peninitialtwo-sided open syllable. Since Afar stress is a lexical
property of some roots and some suffixes, with the rightmostone winning, the most
conspicuous vowel/zero alternationsoccur when an inherentlystressed suffix draws the
accent off of the root (29a).Thereare also numerousalternationswhere suffixationcloses
or opens the second syllable (29b) (Bliese (1981, 213-214)):
(29) a.

xamfla
?aga'ra
daragu
digib-t-e
wager-n-e
me7er-ta'

b.

xaml-i
?agr-l
darg-i
digb-e
wagr-e
me?r-a

'swampgrass(acc./nom.-gen.)'
'scabies'
'watered milk'
'she/I married'
'we/he reconciled'
'you/he kills a calf

I will formulatethis syncope rule in the familiarway, althoughit surely ultimatelyde'water' to umu, idi, and other speakersleaving them unchanged.This differencecorrelateswith a difference
in stress treatment;speakerswith the transposedlanguagegame forms treat long vowels as two syllables for
the purposesof Cuna'spenultimatestress rule (andii 'my water'),whereasspeakerswith the unchangedforms
treat long vowels as a single syllable in penult stress assignment(andii). If the first "dialect" has the representationin (i) and the second dialect the representationin (ii), then these facts purportedlyfall out:
(i)

r

cr

A/ I

c vv
III

(ii)

C

T

cvv
IV

d i i
d i
There are reasons to be skepticalabout this analysis. Only about ten words in the whole languagehave
long vowels (Sherzer(personalcommunication)),so they are an extraordinarily'marginal
piece of Cunaphonology. Thus, the stress and languagegame facts may indicatenothingmorethanthat speakersin the second
groupare confusedaboutthe ill-attestedlong vowels of theirlanguageandanalogicallygroupthem with words
endingin short vowels. This is confirmedby Sherzer'sobservationthat speakersof the second grouptend in
fact to producethe putativelong vowels as short, in which case thereis no lengthcontrastat all. Furthermore,
no dialect split is observed with anotherlanguagegame in Cuna, one that insertsppV after every vowel: pia
-+ pippiappa. In this game, putative muu becomes muppufor everyone. Even if
these objectionscould be
circumvented,(i) and (ii)take a differencebetweenspeakersthatoughtto involvea singleparameterof variation
and express it by two distinctformalproperties-different syllable structureand differentmelodic structure.
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pends on higher-levelsyllabic information(cf. Archangeli(1984)):
(30) Afar Syncope
V -0/#CVC

__

CV

[- stri

Afar Syncope systematically fails to apply when the consonants on both sides of
the potential deletion site are identical:
(31) midadi
sababa'
xarar-e
ialal-ee-ni
gonan-a
adad-e
danan-e
modod-e

'fruit'
'reason'
'he burned'
'they competed'
'he searched for'
'I/he trembled'
'I/he was hurt'
'I/he collected animals to bring home'

As Bliese notes, this condition on Syncope is ratherunexpected, since Afar otherwise
shows no aversion to geminate consonants (which would result if Syncope applied in
(31)). Afar has both tautomorphemicand heteromorphemicgeminatesin underlyingand
surface representations-in fact, some partsof the verb system use geminationin a way
formally identical to Arabic: t-uktube'you wrote' against t-un-kuttube'it was written'.
There is, then, no conspiratorialinterpretationof the failure of Afar Syncope between
identical consonants, whereby the special condition on this rule might be derived from
a general prohibitionagainst geminates in this language.
The explanationfor the Afar antigeminationeffect is, instead, a universalone: syncope of a vowel between identicalconsonantswouldproducea configurationthat violates
the OCP and is therefore blocked. That is, the putative output of Syncope is checked
against this universal principle, and if the output would violate the OCP, Syncope does
not apply. The derivationin (32) is thereforeprohibited:
e
I

(32)
[[CVCVC]V]

l1l111

wa

I a I

e
I
.I4

*[[CVCC]V]

lilili

wa

l I

This otherwise puzzling restrictionon Syncope follows from a universal principle, the
OCP, ratherthan an arbitrarystipulationin the grammarof Afar.
The OCP account of antigeminationin Afar has one significantempirical consequence that is not readilyavailableby language-particular
stipulation:Syncope can apply
between heteromorphemicidentical consonants. All of the cases above where Syncope
is blocked have tautomorphemicconsonantsabuttingthe expected deletion site. In some
dialects of Afar these are the only possible cases, since the rule is restricted to root
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vowels. But in the Aussa and Shewa dialects Syncope is more generaland can apply to
the vowels of some closely bound suffixes (the benefactive-it and causative -is). In such
cases syncope between identical consonants is permitted:7
asseyyo 'I will cause to spend the day'
xasseyyo 'I will cause him to motion'
sassetto 'you will cause (him) to hide'

(33) as-is-e-y-yo
xas-is-e-y-yo
sas-is-e-tto

Because different morphemesare representedon differentautosegmentaltiers, no violation of the OCP results from Syncope, as the following derivationdemonstrates:
(34)

e

e

is
V C -V

I II

a s

C -V

5
-

V C - C-

V-..

I!

a s

Afar antigemination-its enforcementof the OCP on the applicationof Syncopeprovides a close parallel to the integrity of geminates discussed in section 1. Just as
languagestypically distinguishbetween hetero- and tautomorphemicgeminateswith respect to integrity, so does Afar antigemination.In both cases these effects are attributable, at least in part, to the segregationof differentmorphemeson differenttiers and
to the OCP.
The interpretationof Afar presented here provokes two questions, one generally
applicable to all the examples discussed in this article and the other specific to this
language. The first question concerns the interpretationof the OCP as a constrainton
phonologicalwell-formednessthat blocks the applicationof syncope rules. Discussions
of the OCP in its relation to phonetics (Goldsmith(1976)) and to tone (Leben (1978))
have sometimes assumed that the OCP, in addition to blocking ill-formedlexical representations, fuses derived sequences of identicalelements into a single one. This more
active OCP is, of course, completely incompatiblewith the account given for Afar, since
it would allow syncope rules to apply but would then restructuretheir outputs.
There are three reasons why I reject the fusion interpretationof the OCP and hold
instead to its blockingeffect. First, the cases like Afar adducedhere all point to blocking
over fusion-we never find applicationof syncope followed by restructuringof the output. Second, the idea that universal or language-particular
constraintson phonological
well-formednessfunction as negative rather than positive filters is far more typical of
the vast majority of uses of constraints in the literature.For instance, languages that
display a conspiracy to block the creation of unsyllabifiableclusters by syncope are
almost commonplace-the interpretationin that case is that principlesof syllabification
7The examplesin (33)were providedby LorenBliese. No verbsin finalt subcategorizefor the benefactive

suffix.
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constrain the output of a syncope rule. Third, as I show in section 6.2, whatever fusion
effects might be attributedto the OCP are better dealt with in a far more general way,
as one instantiationof the principleof Tier Conflation.
In view of the provenanceof Afar, we should address one issue: does this language
have vowels and consonants on separate tiers like Arabic, so that the verbs in (31) are
instances of spreadingof the last root consonant?Afar, a distantrelativeof Arabic, does
have Semitic-style morphology(as in the verb tunkuttubealreadycited), but it also has
conventionalroots. The languagemakes a clear distinctionbetween the two types, confining Semitic morphologyto a small numberof verb roots of the prefixingclass-those
that conjugatewith prefixes. Such verbs show all the hallmarksof Semitic morphology,
includingvariablevocalism and some morphologicaldeterminationof CV skeleton. The
vast majorityof verbs and apparentlyall nouns have roots that are not decomposable
into separate vowel and consonant morphemes,since they have invariantvocalism and
canonical pattern. The verbs of this class, which conjugatewith suffixes, are the only
forms besides nouns representedin the data in (31)-apparently the crucial conditions
for testing the OCP via Syncope are never met in the prefixingclass (Bliese (1981, 215;
personalcommunication)).We will, however, have occasion to examine OCPeffects on
Semitic languageslater in this article.
2.2. Tonkawa

One of the best-studied syncope rules in the phonologicalliteraturealso shows the OCP
sensitivity observed in Afar. Tonkawa, a Coahuiltecanlanguageof central Texas, has
been the object of considerableresearchsince the originalinvestigationsby Hoijer(1946;
1949) and continuing throughpapers by Kisseberth (1970) and Phelps (1975).8 The ultimate product of this work, again ignoringthe simplificationspossible under syllabic
treatment,is a rule deletinga stem vowel in a two-sidedopen syllablewhen the following
vowel is in the stem as well:
(35) a.

Tonkawa Syncope
V /VC
[+ stem]

b.

notoxo- 'to hoe'
picena- 'to cut'

_

CV
[ + stem]

notxo2 'he hoes it'
picno? 'he cuts it'

The alternationsin (35b)are typical, and considerablejustificationfor them can be found
in the literature.
Kisseberth (1970, 127-128) originallyobserved that Tonkawa Syncope is inapplicable between identicalconsonants. Since he is cautious in claimingthat this is regularly
true, I have confirmedit by a search of all examples in Hoijer's (1949)dictionary,where
no vowels between identical consonants are markedas members of the deletable mor8

My understandingof Tonkawaphonologyhas been aided by a close readingof Lee (1983).
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phophonemes.Thus, this conditionappearsto be completelygeneralin Tonkawa.A few
representativeexamples appear in (36):
(36) hewawa- 'to die'
ham'am'a- 'to be burning'

hewawo2 'he is dead'
ham'am'o? 'he is burning'

The same condition accounts for a pervasive fact in the languagenot previously noted.
Althoughthe outputof CV reduplicationin Tonkawais ordinarilysubmittedto Syncope,
a vowel never deletes between the reduplicatedconsonants:
(37)

/yakapa/ 'to hit'
/yakapa+ o?/
/yakakapa+ o?/
yakpo?
'he hits him' yakakpo&
'id. (repeatedly)'
/ke + yakapa+ o?/
/ke + yakakapa+ o?/
keykapo?
'he hits me'
'id. (repeatedly)'
keykakpo?

This patternof deletion is inexplicableundervirtuallyany assumptionsabout where the
stem boundaryis or in what directionSyncope iterates, but it is entirely consistent with
a condition prohibitingdeletion between identical consonants.
Again, the OCP provides an account of this peculiarconditionon Syncope. Just as
in Afar, the derivationthat yields a violation of the OCP is blocked:
o 2?

(38)

?

II
[[CVCVCV]VC]

II
74

I I I I I I

h e w aw a

*[[CVCCV]VC]

l Il I I

h e ww a

One caution:we cannot test TonkawaSyncope on heteromorphemicconsonants (as
we did in Afar) because of the [stem] features in the context of the rule-they, together
with the fact that stems are always consonant-initial,ensure that Syncope cannot apply
to a vowel abutted by heteromorphemicconsonants in any case. There is, however, a
much more poorly studiedrule that deletes finalvowels beforecertainsuffixes and before
following stems in compounds. This rule, which I will call Final Apocope, is exemplified
by the forms in (39):
(39) ta?ane- 'to pick it up'
yakona- 'to punch (him)'
yakexe- 'to push (him)'

ta2an-ta:hacoxo- 'to pick (him) up'
yakon-yapal2a- 'to knock (him) down
with a fist'
yakex-ta'to push (it) this way'

It is difficultto be more precise at present about the characterof this rule, since it does
not invariablyapply: compare ta 2ane-ta- 'to bring(it) here' with the forms above. Final
Apocope is evidently indifferentto whether the (invariablyheteromorphemic)abutting
consonants are identicalor not. It can yield a geminatethat is only optionallysimplified,
indicated by Hoijer (1949) with parentheses (cf. also Hoijer (1946, 292)):
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ta?an(n)os2o:tayakon(n)acakayakex(x)akana-
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Gloss
'to stretch (e.g. a rope)
'to kill (him) with a blow of fist'
'to push (it) down hard'

This result is, of course, precisely what we expect under the OCP account, given that
morphemesare segregatedonto tiers. Final Apocope, which applies only between heteromorphemicconsonants, may create geminates, but Syncope, which applies only between tautomorphemicconsonants, may not.
Let us counter a possible objectionto this argumentthat is implicitin the discussion
in Kisseberth(1970).Tonkawalacks tautomorphemicgeminateconsonantsin underlying
representation,and Kisseberth suggests that the failureof Syncope to create geminates
is an effect of a conspiracy to maintainthis generalization,on a par with the failure of
Syncope to create triconsonantalclusters, which are also prohibitedunderlyingly.This
conclusion, if correct, would not falsify the OCP (in fact, it would confirmit in exactly
the way other intersyllabicdistributionalconstraintsdo, as discussed in section 1), but
it would remove Tonkawa as a case of antigeminationvia the OCP, since the languageparticularconstraintdoes the job whether the universalprincipleis there or not.
There are compelling reasons why the language-particularaccount does not go
through. First, surface triconsonantalclusters may not arise by morphemeconcatenation, but surface geminates can, either by Final Apocope (39) or by morphemeconcatenation. This difference is inexplicableunder the conspiracy account but follows from
the OCP. Second, once the prohibitionon underlyinggeminatesis stated formally, it is
clear that it is inapplicableeither to heteromorphemicgeminatesor to geminatesderived
by Syncope. A prohibitionon tautomorphemicgeminates is stated as follows:
(41) *CC

This configurationis clearly prohibitedin Tonkawa. On the other hand, this is not the
structurethat arises undermorphemeconcatenation,underthe applicationof Final Apocope, or under the applicationof Syncope, yet the creation of geminates is ruled out in
the last case-a distributionof data that is predictedby the OCPbut clearly not by (41).
Finally, apartfrom the triconsonantalcluster conspiracyand the putativegeminateconspiracy, constraintson Tonkawaunderlyingforms are not terriblyrobust in their effect
on the applicationof Syncope. For example, Kisseberth (1970, 126-127) observes that
glottalized consonants do not occur as the second member of a cluster in underlying
representation,but in the output of Syncope this restrictionis observed only when the
first consonant is an obstruent. Syncope also routinelycreates clusters violatinganother
underlyingdistributionalconstraint,the prohibitionagainstsyllable-finalh-witness the
derivation /ke + hayoxo + o? -> (Syncope) kehyoxo+ o? -> (other rules) ka:yoxo ''he
well-formedness
mounts me' (Hoijer (1946, 295)). 1 conclude that a language-particular
condition is insufficientto account for the antigeminationeffect in Tonkawa.
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3. Tier Conflation
3.1. Introduction
There is considerableevidence in Semitic morphologicalsystems that vowels and consonants are representedon separatetiers. Apartfromthe fact that the root consonantism
and stem vocalism are largely independentmorphemes, a body of materiallike that in
sections 1, 3.2.2, and 5.1 has been amassed showingthat vocalic and consonantalmelodies must be representedon separatetiers for the purposesof morphemestructureconditions (or the OCP), for morphologicalrules, and for at least some early phonological
ones. Similar considerations obtain in the non-Semitic languages with morphologyof
this sort like Rotumanand SierraMiwok.
There is, however, a probleminherentin the morphologicalseparationof the vowels
and consonants: it appears that at least the later phonologicalrules in Semitic are not
strikingly different from those of the more familiarlanguages in the vowel/consonant
interactions they permit. That is, we might expect Semitic systems, with their very
differentmode of representation,to reflect this differencethroughoutthe phonologyjust
as they do throughoutthe morphology. Such is not the case.
One problem of this sort emerges in work by Steriade (1982), although there are
additional complications that may ultimately make this example irrelevant. Tiberian
Hebrew Spirantizationtakes any nonpharyngealizedoral stop to its correspondingcontinuant postvocalically. This rule is inapplicableto geminate consonants, a condition
that can be derived from essentially any nonlinearformulationof the geminateintegrity
constraint (cf. section 1), since the one-to-many representationof the geminate will
suffice to block postvocalic Spirantization.Steriade observes, however, that the oneto-many representationthat blocks Spirantizationin geminatesis also found in cases of
spreadingof a root consonant across vowels, where Spirantizationmay apply freely:
(42) a.

b.
e

Ii

0

C V C CVC -sibbe,

C V + C CVC -lisbo,B

s
b
'he surrounded'

s b
'to surround'

Although there are various baroque reconstructionsof these representationsor of the
principleof geminate integritythat might solve the problem, a basic difficultyremains:
the purely structuralcharacterizationof segments subject to geminate integrityfails in
a system where one melodic element spreads "across" anotheron a differenttier. Only
surface tautomorphemicgeminates count for integrity.
Rules of a different sort also lead to geminateintegrityproblemsin Semitic. Epenthesis rules cannot break up tautomorphemicgeminates because the inserted vowel
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would cross an association line linking a single consonantal melody to two C slots of
the skeleton. As Steriade (1982) and Younes (1983) note, this condition is normally
enforcedin Semitic languageslike PalestinianArabiceven thoughvowels and consonants
are representedon separate tiers. If the epenthetic vowels were to emerge on the same
tier as the other vowels, then no violation of geminateintegritywould result.
A proposal made by Younes (1983)allows us to overcome these phonologicalproblems while still retaining the not inconsiderablemorphologicaladvantages of having
vowels and consonants reside on different tiers. Younes suggests that representations
like those in (42) are subject to a general process, which we will call Tier Conflation,
whereby the elements on the independentvocalic and consonantaltiers are folded together into a single linearizedtier accordingto the informationprovidedby associations
with the CV skeleton. By virtueof Tier Conflationthe representationsin (42) are mapped
onto those in (43), to which Spirantizationthen applies in the correct and familiarway:
(43) a.

b.
1i

CVCCVC

II

s i

CV + CCVC

II

b e b

lI I I

s b o b

Likewise, once vocalic and consonantalmelodies have been conflatedonto a single tier,
epenthesis into tautomorphemicgeminateswill be blocked in Semiticjust as it is in other
languages. The fundamentalidea here is that Tier Conflationin systems with morphologically characterizedtiers provides phonological representationsthat are essentially
similarto those of other languageswith more familiarstructure.No new informationis
created by Tier Conflation, but some informationmay be lost, as we will now see.
Referringto work by Kiparsky(1982)and Mohanan(1982),Younes furtherproposes
that Tier Conflationis a way of discardingmorphologicalinformationat some point in
the phonologicalderivation.Departingslightlyfrom her discussion, I will claim that Tier
Conflation is to be identified with Bracket Erasure (Pesetsky (1979), Kiparsky (1982),
Mohanan(1982), Halle and Mohanan(1985), a mechanismthat removes morphological
boundariesas they become inaccessible to subsequentphonologicalrules. Tier Conflation simply generalizes Bracket Erasure to nonconcatenativemorphologicalsystems,
systems in which morphologicalstructureis indicated not only by bracketed domains
but also by separate tiers.
We can, in fact, go a step furtherand eliminateBracketErasurecompletely, passing
its entire burdento Tier Conflation. In McCarthy(1981b)it was proposed that all morphemes are lexically representedon separate tiers from all other morphemesnot only
in clearly nonconcatenative systems like Arabic root-and-patternmorphologybut also
in the largely concatenative agreement morphology of the same language. Since the
segregationof different morphemeson differenttiers provides all of the morphological
informationthat bracketingdoes, and since Tier Conflationthen destroys information
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in exactly the way that BracketErasuredoes, it follows that the formerproperlyincludes
the latter, so Bracket Erasure may be safely dispensed with.
It remains to consider an importantquestion: when in the derivation does Tier
Conflation occur? The literatureon Bracket Erasure is instructive in this regard, but
also inconclusive. Proposals have been made that BracketErasureis invoked at the end
of each cycle on the subjacentone, at the end of each morphologicalstratumor level,
or at the end of the lexicon. The problemis no differentfor BracketErasuregeneralized
as Tier Conflation. Therefore, I shall adopt a relatively conservative strategy in the
analyses that follow, avoidingthe generalquestionof when (or whether)Tier Conflation
applies universallyand concentratinginstead on how it functionsin individualanalyses.
At a minimumI will show that the rule at issue is not sensitive to any phonologicalor
morphologicalinformationthat Tier Conflation/BracketErasurewould have destroyed
and I will consider the rule's place in the lexical/postlexicaltypology. In other words,
I will demonstratethat the conditions on the rule underinvestigationas well as adjacent
rules are consistent with the proposed state of the tiers at the time the rule applies, and
I will also suggest at what well-definedpoint in the derivationTier Conflationhas taken
place. The ultimate success of this programrests, of course, on exhaustive analyses of
the phonologies of these languagesaccordingto this new view of how the tiers interact.
Younes's argumentsfor Tier Conflation come from the cases already discussed:
Tiberian Hebrew Spirantization(and a similar rule in the Ethiopian Semitic language
Tigrinya (Schein (1981), Kenstowicz (1982), Steriade (1982)) and Palestinian Arabic
Epenthesis. Here we shall look at a number of argumentsof a different sort for Tier
Conflationand for its place in the phonology, before consideringthe implicationsof Tier
Conflationfor the antigeminationeffect.
3.2. Evidence for Tier Conflation
3.2.1. Rules Applied after Tier Conflation

3.2.1.1. Moroccan Arabic. The Moroccan Arabic dialect described by Heath (1984;
personal communication)has a language game that, although generally similar to the
Saudi Bedouin Arabic one described in section 1, differs from it in certain crucial respects. The Moroccan Arabic game reverses the root, respectingthe canonical pattern
and vocalism of the input. Unlike the Saudi Arabic game, however, it treats identical
consonants separatedby a vowel as separateunits and not as single ones, whereasthose
not separatedby a vowel are still treatedas single unitsfor the purposesof transposition:
(44) Moroccan Arabic

kubb
gorr
hbib
xmmDm

Disguised Form

bukk
rzgg
b^bih
m mmax

'he poured'
'he confessed'
'maternaluncle'
'he thought'

The symbol Aindicates a separaterelease of the first consonantto keep the two identical
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consonants separate.Heath reportsthat, althoughthis patternwas typical of his principal
informant,from another in a differentregion he obtainedforms like bhih equivalent to
those I elicited from a Saudi speaker (cf. (8)). Although all informantstreated surface
geminatesas single units, they differedin the treatmentof identicalconsonantsseparated
by a vowel.
This is precisely what we would expect, given Tier Conflationand one additional
assumption. Evidence for orderingthe transpositionlanguagegame at some particular
point in the derivationwill be sparse, being confinedlargelyto data of the sort discussed
here. If we suppose that differentspeakers in effect "guess" differentlyabout the place
of the transpositiongame in the lexical phonology, exactly the observed distributionwill
result. If Tier Conflationapplies before transposition-that is, if the languagegame is
a word-level rule-then the patternin (44) is derived. But if transpositionapplies at the
earliest lexical stratum, before Tier Conflation, then the languagegame forms are like
those in (8). All informantswill treat identical consonants not separatedby a vowel as
single units because Tier Conflation has no effect on them, but they will differ in the
treatmentof identical consonants with an interveningvowel dependingon the relative
orderingof the two operations.
3.2.1.2. Ennemor. A very differentsource of evidence for Tier Conflationcomes from
the phonology of Ennemor, an EthiopianSemitic language. Like most such languages,
Ennemorhas a morphologicalpatternof frequentative/intensiveformationthat is derived
historicallyfroma [CVCiVCiCiVC]
skeleton, with spreadingof the medialroot consonant
to all of the indexed C slots. The history of Ennemorincludes a rule of degemination
that wiped out the gemination, but not before the distinction between geminate and
simplex consonants was encoded in their segmentalmake-up;some simplex consonants
were spirantized. As I have argued for the related language Chaha (McCarthy(1983;
forthcoming)),this distinction is capturedformally by indicatingvalues of the feature
[cont] on the CV skeleton itself:
(45) Ennemor Frequentative Skeleton
+ cont] [- cont]

[C V C V C V C]

For a root like /fnd/, this skeleton requires Tier Conflation to produce a meaningful
surface representation(vocalism is suppressedto simplify the structure):
(46)

[+cont]

[-

cont]

[C V C V C V C]

[C V C V C V C] = franadd+a

f
N
d
f a r a na d
'cut in many small pieces'
(cf. fand+ a 'cut in half')
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In this case, the conflation of the tiers not only unites the vowels and consonants but
also supplies the archisegmentN with values of the feature [cont] from another tier.
Of course, it is possible to write a complex procedurefor interpretingphonological
representationsthat would have the desired result without Tier Conflation, but a rule
of nasal harmony (Hetzron and Habte (1966)) in the same languagedemonstratesthat
this is incorrect. Ennemor Nasal Harmony is triggeredby nasalized r, among other
segments, and it spreads bidirectionallyuntil it encounters a nasal or oral consonant.
Thus, the actual surface representationof 'cut in many small pieces' is frTahndda,with
a nasal domain initiated by P. Under the usual assumptions about how such harmony
systems work, we need Tier Conflation to split the single root consonant n into two
pieces: the Nasal HarmonytriggerPand the opaque segment n. Thus, a more complete
derivationof this form is that in (47):9
(47)

[+ contl [- cont]

[C V C V C V C] -* [C V C V C V C] -* [C V C V C V C]

I \ V/
f
N

II

I
d

I\

[-N] [+NJ [-N]

I I I I I I I
f a r a na d

I \

I!

[-NJ[+N][+N][-N]

I I I I I I I
f a r a na d

\V

!

[-NJ[+N][+N][-N]

/

The last stage of the derivation represents the output of Nasal Harmony, a rule that
spreads [+ N] bidirectionallyfrom For any other nasalizedcontinuantuntil it encounters
a specified value for nasality.
3.2.1.3. Hausa Palatalization. Halle and Vergnaud(1980) have argued that autosegmental spreadingis involved in the derivationof class III plurals in Hausa (as well as
several other categories in this language).Representativeexamples appearin (48):I0
(48) a.

bak'i
fari
wuk'a
wuri
b. birni
jirgi

bak'aak'ee
faraaree
wuk'aak'ee
wuraaree
biraanee
jiraagee

'black (thing)'
'white (thing)'
'knife'
'place'
'(walled) city'
'boat'

Halle and Vergnaudanalyze the pluralforms in (48) as havingthe structurein (49); the
vocalic melody of the affix is representedon a separatetier by the usual segregationof
9 Thanksto Nick Clementsfor help in understandingthe implicationsof the Ennemormaterial.
I ignore here the two irrelevantcases of class III pluralswhere the final consonantdoes not spread:
when it is alreadygeminateand when the root containsa long vowel. More detaileddiscussioncan be found
in Leben (1980)and Tuller(1981).
Tone is suppressedin the Hausaforms, since it is not relevantto the exclusively segmentalissues we are
dealingwith.
10
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morphemesratherthan some special (Semitic) status of vowels:
(49)

a

e

~N

CVC ++ VV CV V

I I \/

f a

r

The argumentthat these pluralsare formedby spreadingratherthanreduplicationcomes
from (48b). When the form ends in a cluster, there is no spreadingbecause the C slots
of the skeleton are already filled. As we will see below, palatalizationin participles
provides another argumentfor spreadingover copying.
Hausa has a phonologicalrule palatalizinga coronalobstruentbefore a front vowel.
This rule is responsible for the alternationsin (50), all of which involve pluralclass III
or one of the other spreadingpluralclasses in Hausa:
(50) Singular

mota
gida
tasa

Plural

motoci
gidaje
tasosi

'car'
'home'
'bowl'

Palatalizationalso applies in participialforms, which are also derived by spreadingthe
last root consonant:
(51)

Verb
fita

Participle (m.)
fitacce

guda
fasa
baza

gudaje
fasasse
bazaje

The forms in (50) show that Palatalizationis interruptedby a vowel-that is, it does not
apply to identical consonants, even though derived by spreading,when separatedby a
vowel. The data in (51) show the same thing and somethingelse as well: Palatalization
does apply to both members of a geminate.
This distributionof the facts is exactly what we would expect if Palatalizationis
applied after Tier Conflation. Tier Conflationfolds the morphologicallycharacterized
tiers containing the affixal vocalism into the tier containingthe root (vowel and consonant)melody. At that point Palatalizationcan applyon the melodictier alone, affecting
both members of a geminate. The following derivationsdemonstratethis result:
(52)

a.

b.
a

Morphology

C V C+VC
g i

d

e
VV

a
CVC + VC
f i

t

e
V
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Conflation

C V C + V V CVV

II

g i d
Palatalization

V IV

a

d e

CV C +V CCV

IiVII

f i t

a t

1

e

CVC + V V C V V

CV C + V CCV

g i d

f i t

INII

v IV
a j e

I II

IV eI

a c

Additional data involving Palatalizationare of some interest as well. Gregersen
(1967) reports the recent development of participialforms (but not plurals)where Palatalization applies across the board to all surface instantiationsof a spread consonant,
even across a vowel. These innovative forms are in variationwith those showing the
patterndescribed above:
(53) fasassee
isassee

-

fasassee
isassee

'broken'
'sufficient'

macaccee

-

mataccee

'dead'

gujajjee

-

gudajjee

'run away'

Evidently the forms on the left in (53) are derived by applyingPalatalizationbefore Tier
Conflation. How did this come about?
I suggest thatthe developmentof these novel formsreflectsa changein Palatalization
from a postlexical to a lexical rule. The originalPalatalizationrule in Hausa is postlexical
by the criteria of Kiparsky (1982)-it is not structure-preservingbecause it is the sole
source of palatoalveolarconsonants, it appliesin underivedenvironments,since it affects
coronals even before a tautomorphemicvowel, and it is exceptionless. But loanwords
have introduced into Hausa many palatalized consonants in nonpalatalizingenvironments: cooci 'church',jooji 'judge',firij 'refrigerator',wasaa 'washer'. And loans have
also produced nonpalatalized coronals before front vowels: asibiti 'hospital', dozin
'dozen', reediyoo 'radio'. Other sources of exceptionality in the distributionof Hausa
palatoalveolarsare detailed by Gregersen (1967). The upshot of these observations is
that Palatalizationis moving out of the postlexical category and into the lexicon. As we
expect if Tier Conflationmarks (at a minimum)the end of the lexicon, we begin to see
cases like (53) where Palatalizationapplies before Tier Conflation.
3.2.2. Rules Applied before Tier Conflation. Essentially all of the lexical evidence for
the OCP in section 1 involves rules applied before Tier Conflation. For example, the
morphologicalmutationrules of Palatalizationand Labializationin Chahamust precede
Tier Conflation to have across-the-boardeffects. This is precisely what we expect of
morphologicaloperations, and it can be directly contrasted with the strictly local application of a phonologicalrule of palatalizationin anotherEthiopianSemitic language,
Amharic. Similarly,the effects of the OCP on morphemestructurein Semitic and elsewhere must naturallyprecede Tier Conflation,since morphemestructureconstraintsare
enforced prior to any morphologicaloperations. These observations lead us to wonder
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whether any phonologicalrules precede Tier Conflation,an issue we shall address here
and take up again in section 5.1.
3.2.2.1. Harga Oasis Arabic. An Upper Egyptiandialect spoken at the HargaOasis is
reported(Behnstedt(1980))to have a phonologicalrule of Umlautwith a very interesting
characteristic-it affects both copies of a spread stem vowel. This rule raises a to i or
i before i or u, respectively, applyingonly to stem vowels:
(54) a.

yinzal
tinzili
tinzilu
b. yikallam
tikillimi
tikillimu

3rd m. sg.
2nd f. sg.
2nd c. pl.
3rd m. sg.
2nd f. sg.
2nd c. pl.

This rule is triggeredonly by the subjectagreementsuffixes; homophonousobject agreement suffixes/clitics do not triggerUmlaut:yidbahu 'he slaughtersit'.
Although the vast bulk of Arabic phonology occurs after Tier Conflation (as we
shall see), this particularrule does not. It affects both copies of the single stem melody
/a! when the stem is disyllabic (longer stems do not occur), and this is no doubt related
to the fact that this rule has conspicuous morphologicalconditions: it affects only the
verbal stem vowel a, and it is triggeredonly by the subject agreementdesinences.
3.2.2.2. Rotuman. We have alreadydiscussed some aspects of Rotumanphonology in
considerable detail, showing that certain processes of vowel fronting affect sequences
of identicalvowels, understoodas single units on the vocalic melody tier. It is interesting
to consider how these rules and other aspects of Rotumanphonology interactwith Tier
Conflation.
Both a-Umlaut and Coalescence in Rotumanmust precede Tier Conflation, since
both rules affect multiplyattached vowels that will be split apartwhen consonantaland
vocalic tiers are folded together. This result is consistent with what we know of rule
orderingin Rotuman;both rules fail to propagatethe across-the-boardeffect across any
morphemeboundaries, and there is considerableevidence of a more direct sort for the
cyclicity of a-Umlaut. Recall that a-Umlaut applies only to a stressed vowel (and any
of its sisters in the across-the-boardfashion). Rotumanhas two stress-determiningsuffixes, modificatoryaki and gerundialga. When either or both of these suffixes appear
on a form, the vowel that would have borne the stress except for the presence of the
suffix still undergoesa-Umlaut:parega 'protection'frompare (Churchward(1941, 78)).
This sort of effect is characteristicof cyclic rules, and it is accounted for by applying
stress and then a-Umlaut on the first cycle, with stress (and vacuously a-Umlaut)reapplied on the second cycle. Since any rule that is cyclic can be expected to apply before
Tier Conflation, this result is expected under the account given here.
Anotherconsequence of the relativelyearly applicationof a-Umlautis that it cannot
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apply across the stress-neutralaffix boundary-that is, it is confined to the earliest
stratumof the lexicon. Stress-neutralsuffixes like ne, te, and ke cannot triggerUmlaut
in a preceding stem-finala. I conclude, then, that Tier Conflationis not applied to the
immediateoutput of the morphologybut rather,like Bracket Erasure, it is preceded by
lexical phonological rules proper to the stratumat hand.
4. Tier Conflationand Antigemination
Tier Conflationhas considerablesignificancefor antigeminationeffects. As I will show,
syncope rules in Semitic languagesrespect the antigeminationconsequence of the OCP
in a principled way, and this requires prior conflation of the vocalic and consonantal
melody tiers, as well as affixal melody tiers in some cases.
4.1. Tiberian Hebrew

The language of the Tiberianrecension of the Bible has been the object of intense linguistic scrutinyin recent years. The issues are made more complicatedby the difficulties
of interpretingthe complex Tiberian system of vowel signs and accents as a phonetic
record. In particular,the issue of the conditions under which orthographicschwa was
pronounced is quite controversial. Since space does not permit full treatment of the
philologicalissues here, I will simply assume what I believe to be the correct transcriptions here and deal with the textual record elsewhere (McCarthy(to appearb)).
In TiberianHebrew, schwa deletes in a two-sided open syllable:
(55)

Tiberian Hebrew Schwa Deletion
>0 / VC

~

cv

This rule, like the other syncope rules discussed here, systematicallyfails to apply between identical consonants, as the following contrastingcolumns demonstrate:
(56) a.

b.

zaaXruiu 'they recalled'
Ju 8, 34
yaa&uiu 'they knew'
Gn 19, 8
?aaxlaa 'she ate'
Nu 21, 28
haalXuiu 'they walked'
Gn 14, 24
'kings of'
malXe
Gn 17, 16
qi,3re
'graves of'
Je 26, 23

saap3pu3u'they surrounded'
Jos 6, 15
daalbluu 'they hung'
Is 19, 6
naaWa'aa 'she fled'
Is 10, 31
saaloluu 'they darkened'
Neh 13, 19
harare 'mountainsof
Nu 23, 7
lamzme 'people of'
Neh 9, 24

In all of the forms in (56), a medial syllable has been reducedto schwa by a well-studied
rule of this language (Prince (1975), McCarthy(1979), Rappaport(1984)). Only in the
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forms on the left, where the abuttingconsonants are nonidentical,is the resultingschwa
deleted; it is retained between identical consonants.
Another source of schwa in a two-sided open syllable is the combinationof vowel
reduction and a rule degeminatinga consonant before schwa (Malone (1984, 81)). The
contrast due to abuttingidentical consonants is seen in the following examples:
(57) /hammabaqqasiim/
'the seekers'
hama3aqsim
Ex 4, 19

/?dhall3lekkaa/
?dha1l;ekk5. 'I will praise you'
Ps 35, 18

And to complete the parallel with Afar or the other non-Semitic cases of antigemination,we note that heteromorphemicidenticalconsonantsdo not block the syncope
of schwa in Tiberian Hebrew. This circumstancearises chiefly in two classes of examples. The first is verbs in final k followed by the pronominalsuffix -dkaa. The bestattested form of this type is td,laareXXaa'she will bless you' (Gn 27, 4 and more than
25 similar attestations), where schwa deletes between identical (spirantized)heteromorphemic consonants. The second class is composed of the heavily attested forms
hinnl 'behold me' and hinnu 'behold us', which are derived from /hinn+ eni/ by vowel
reduction, degeminationof n before the resultingschwa, and finally Schwa Deletion.
Now that we have established what the facts are (subject to the orthographicinterpretationin McCarthy (to appear b)), we can turn to explaining them. Evidently,
Tiberian Hebrew displays the characteristicsof the antigeminationeffect of the OCP:
failure of Deletion between tautomorphemicidentical consonants versus successful application of Deletion between heteromorphemicidentical consonants. Simply drawing
on the same resources used in the analysis of Afar, however, leads us to the wrong
conclusion. Syncope in Hebrew appearsto create no violationof the OCP. To see why,
consider the following partialderivations:
(58) a.

b.
a

u

a

I

A

a

e

3

I I

A

CVVCVC + VV

A
CvCvC + vv

s

h

I

VI
b

a

A

u

a

A

I
V

CVVCC + V

I

s

V

b

\V
r

=

*saabbuu

C

I

h

e

A

C C + V V = *harree

V
r

No identical consonant sequence is created by Schwa Deletion since vowels and consonants are representedon separate tiers, as requiredby the morphology.
The solution to this problem is evident from the discussion of Tier Conflation:if
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vowels and consonants are folded onto the same tier before the applicationof Schwa
Deletion, then deletion in these cases will be blocked by the OCP. That is, after Tier
Conflationthe representationof these forms is formallyindistinguishablefrom that of a
language like Afar with more conventional morphologicalstructure. In fact, then, the
inputto Schwa Deletion is the structuresin (59), which cannot undergothis rule because
of the OCP.
(59) a.

b.
e

u
CV v c v c + V

C

I Va bI aI bI

IIIII

+ VV

h a r a r

s

The fact that Schwa Deletion does apply between heteromorphemicidentical consonants in Hebrew is accounted for in exactly the same way as in Afar-the stems and
the suffixes of the relevant forms are representedon separatetiers, as in the following
partialderivation:
e n

(60)

I I A

CvC + vcvv

IlI

h i n

i
-

n
I

i

Cvc +cuvVA

III

h i n

We shall see in a moment why the root and vowel tiers but not the affixal tier in (60)
have been conflated.
This account of one small portion of TiberianHebrew phonology makes a number
of quite strong and testable claims about the interactionof phonologicaland morphological rules. In particular,to the extent that Tier Conflationis identifiedwith Bracket
Erasure, it ought to occur at well-definedlevels of the morphophonologicalderivation.
Furthermore,there must exist an orderingconsistent with the majororderingprinciples
of lexical phonology by which Schwa Deletion interactswith other relevant rules.
One claim made by this analysis is that Schwa Deletion is a lexical rule, since it is
insensitive to the root/vowel melody distinctionbut does have access to the stem/suffix
distinction. If Schwa Deletion were postlexical, the OCP would apply to all adjoining
consonants, whether tautomorphemicor not, since morphologicalstructurecannot escape the lexicon. This claim is supportedby a wide variety of independentarguments.
First, Schwa Deletion is inapplicablewith certain proclitic/stemcombinationseven if
its structuraldescriptionis otherwise met (Malone(1984)).Second, Schwa Deletion does
not apply across word or compoundboundaries.Third,as Rappaport(1984)has argued,
it precedes a lexically governed rule taking a to i in a closed syllable.
On the other hand, Schwa Deletion must also be orderedlate enough in the lexical
derivationfor conflation of the root-and-patternmorphologyto a single melodic tier to
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have occurred. This is consistent with the way this rule applies: in all cases at issue, it
is triggeredby the affixationof a suffix to a stem. Thus, on the minimalassumptionthat
nonconcatenative and suffixing morphology are separate lexical strata or cycles, the
orderingof Schwa Deletion in the lexical phonology is confirmed.
The interaction of Schwa Deletion with Spirantizationalso provides internalconfirmationfor this analysis. It has long been knownthat Hebrewpostvocalic Spirantization
must precede Schwa Deletion because of the existence of forms like malXe^from
/malbkee/ with k spirantizedbefore the deletion of the preceding schwa. The facts of
heteromorphemickdksequences, where both k's spirantizebefore the deletion of schwa,
is exactly what we expect given this ordering of rules, since ordinarilyeven heteromorphemicgeminates do not spirantize.
A more indirect argumentfor the overall model concerns the interactionof these
rules with a quite differentone, an early phonologicalrule appliedto verbs with identical
second and thirdconsonants in their stems (and thereforewith biliteralroots). This rule
is heavily lexically governed; as (61) shows, some verbs undergoit and some do not:
(61) !tamam/
tamm

/sabab/
saabaib

ta,mmu^

saabobu^

'finish'

'surround'

That is, when the final two consonants are identical, the vowel between them may be
deleted (or metathesized in other cases) under lexical government,with a general tendency for stative verbs like 'finish' to undergothe deletion:
(62) Geminate Verb Deletion

V>0/VC

_

C

This deletion rule looks like a fairly clear-cutcontraventionof the antigeminationeffect,
so there should be a reasonable story to tell in terms of Tier Conflation. In fact there
is. Note that Deletion must be applied before Tier Conflationbecause of the way it is
formulated.The formulationof the ruleis correct-it does not applyto heteromorphemic
identical consonants, so the one-to-many association of axin (62) is actually required.
Furthermore,there is ample evidence that GeminateVerb Deletion is orderedextremely
early in the phonological derivation. In particular,it must precede one of the earliest
rules of the phonology, Main Stress Assignment, to account for the penultimatestress
in ta-mmu, since stress otherwise shifts rightwardwhen a vowel is deleted. In fact, no
rule of Hebrew demonstrablyprecedes GeminateVowel Deletion, and there is no reason
to suppose that it applies any later than the constructionof the root-and-patternmor11A generalrule of final degeminationlater changes /tamm/into tam.
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phology. More detailed considerationof the cognate process in Arabic, which is much
more general, appears in section 5.1.1.
4.2. Modern Hebrew
Like Biblical Hebrew, Modern Hebrew enforces an antigeminationconstraint on its
syncope rule. There are, however, some not inconsiderabledifferences in the two syncope rules and they are applied in a number of different contexts, so we are in fact
dealing with two distinct cases ratherthan a single process seen over time. My understandingof the Hebrew facts has benefited from study of Bolozky (1977; 1984).
At a very early stage of the derivationModernHebrew eliminatestautomorphemic
geminates but allows heteromorphemicgeminates to arise freely under morphemeconcatenation. In forms where we would expect tautomorphemicgeminateson the basis of
morphologicalpatterning,Hebrew has e, which we will call schwa in conformity with
usage, in the middle of the geminate cluster. This schwa may be the result of vowel
reduction leading to syncope, just as in TiberianHebrew, or it may arise by epenthesis
in forms that would otherwise show a tautomorphemicgeminate at underlyingrepresentation. The forms in (63a) contain examples of heteromorphemicgeminatesthat may
remainunaltered(or may undergodegeminationin fast or casual speech). The contrast
in (63b) is the familiarone: Schwa Deletion is blocked between identical consonants.
Finally, the morphologicallycontrastingforms in (63c) show that schwa is inserted into
tautomorphemicgeminate clusters:
dan+ nu
'we discussed'
savat + ti
'I was on strike'
it + tamem
'he pretendednaivete'
b. kasar
kasru
'he/they tied'
kusar
kusra
'he/she was tied'

(63) a.

hitka'ser

c.

hitka'sru

'he/they contacted'
dabran
'talkative'
zaxlan
'very slow'
malxut
'kingdom'

yasan+ nu
'we slept'
kisat+ ta
'you (m. sg.) decorated'

nadad
nadedu
'he/they wandered'
kucec
kuceca
'he/she was cut'
titpalel

titpaleli

'I/thou (f.) will pray'
zalelan
'glutton'
xatetan
'meddler'
noxexut
'presence'

These three sets of facts are the basis of the analysis. First, we note that the dif-
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ference between permissible heteromorphemicgeminates in (63a) and impermissible
tautomorphemicones in (63c) is fundamentallyto be attributedto the segregation of
different morphemes on different tiers; heteromorphemicgeminates are not multiply
attached. Thus, at an early stage of the derivationan epenthesis rule interruptsmultiply
attached geminates, as in the examples in (63c):
(64) Geminate Epenthesis
e

I
cx

On the other hand, the failureof schwa to delete between identicalconsonants in (63b),
despite the existence of an independentlymotivatedrule of Schwa Deletion, is a typical
antigeminationeffect, one that we can attributeto the OCP after Tier Conflation.Thus,
the structurethat is input to Schwa Deletion is as follows:
(65)

u
CvCvC

I1I11I1

r i n e n

u

I

+ V -4

I
*CVCC

+ V

IIII

r i nn

Of course, the OCP blocks the output in this derivation.It also prevents deletion of the
schwas insertedby rule (64); they are preservedin exactly the same way that the schwas
derived by vowel reduction are.'2
It might be thought that these various properties of Hebrew geminates could be
subsumedundera single generalizationwithoutinvokingthe OCP, a goal that is pursued
by Cole's (1973) invocation of a conspiracy. Specifically, let us suppose that the derivations of the verb forms in (63b) proceed /nadadu/-l naddu -> nadedu, with the last
stage accomplishedby GeminateEpenthesis(64). If this is correct, then ModernHebrew
at worst contradictsthe OCP (and the geminateintegrityprinciplediscussed in sections
1 and 3.1) and at best is simply irrelevantto it, since the apparentantigeminationeffect
is accomplished by the independentlymotivatedrule of GeminateEpenthesis.
In fact, it is possible to show that this alternativeanalysis is incorrectbecause the
rule of Geminate Epenthesis is no longer in force at the level of inflectionalaffixation
12 It is sometimes suggested that
ModernHebrew does not observe the prohibitionon C1VCIVC2verbs
that holds in Arabic. If this were the case, then there would be no OCPin the ModernHebrewlexicon, much
less in the phonology.The two examplesof such verbscited aremimen'finance'andmimes'realize',putatively
from roots /mmn/ and Imms/.There is, however, an alternativeanalysis of these verbs, derivingthem from
roots /mn/ and /msl by spreadingthe initialconsonantby a special, lexically governedassociation rule. This
correctlypredictsthat thereexist relatedverbs withoutthe doubledinitialradical:minen'dispense;apportion'
and mises 'feel; grope'. Bat-El (1984)has in fact shown that this special right-to-leftassociationenjoys a mild
degree of productivityin ModernHebrew.
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when vowel reduction/deletionoccurs. The n's at either end of the verb natan assimilate
totally to an adjoiningaffixal t:'3
(66) natan
yitten, *yiteten
natatti, *natateti
natatt, *natatet
natattem, *natatetem

'he gave'
'he will give' (< yinten)
'I gave' (< natanti)
'you (f. sg.) gave' (< natant)
'you gave' (< natantem)

The geminates in the forms on the left are usually simplifiedin faster speech, but they
can be retained and are clearly audible. The starred forms, however, are absolutely
impossible-they are not even recognizableas forms of this verb.
On the assumption that total assimilation of n to a following t is expressed by a
lexically restricted rule of deletion plus autosegmentalspreading(McCarthy(1981a)),
the output of n-Assimilationis the representationin (67):
(67)

Cv CvC
na

t

i

\
+

Cv

I

t a

The multiply associated t clearly meets the structuraldescription of Geminate Epenthesis, yet it does not undergo it; the explanationis that Geminate Epenthesis applies
only at the earliest stratumof the derivationand is no longer availableat the time when
inflectional affixation and n-Assimilationapply. A similarargumentcan be made from
the far more general pattern of assimilationand epenthesis with roots ending in t or d.
In sum, Geminate Epenthesis is not applicableat the level of agreementmarking,
and therefore it cannot be appealed to as an alternativeexplanationof the OCP's antigeminationeffect in Hebrew. This restrictionon the domainof GeminateEpenthesis, a
rule that breaks up geminates, is not surprising-as I noted in section 3.1, epenthesis
rules applied after Tier Conflationcannot break up tautomorphemicgeminates even in
Semitic. But as long as vowels and consonants are on differenttiers-as they are at the
early stage where GeminateEpenthesis applies-no problemarises and Epenthesis may
apply freely. This sort of rule interactionis precisely what we expect from the operation
of Tier Conflation.
4.3. Modern Arabic Dialects

Syncope in the Arabicdialect spoken in Iraqis ordinarilyapplicablein any circumstance
that does not yield an unsyllabifiableconsonant. This means, given the syllable canons
of this language, that Syncope can apply either in a two-sided open syllable or in an
open syllable preceded by a geminate. The latter circumstanceis permissible because
the language's independentlymotivated rule of syllable-finaldegeminationthen applies
13

Thanks to Nirit Kadmon for confirming these data.
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to eliminatethe unsyllabifiedconsonant. I shall express these conditions in a somewhat
ad hoc way, since the obvious syllabic conditions are not my concern here:
(68) Iraqi Arabic Syncope
V

->

0 / V(CL)Ci

CV

Like the other languagesdiscussed here, IraqiArabiccannotdelete a vowel between
identical consonants; contrast the forms in (69a) and (69b):'4
(69) a.

b.

sa?ar
'hair'
ykassir 'he breaks'
xaabar 'he telephoned'
yyaddid 'he limits'
m?aOOaO'furnished'
'he argued'
haajaj

sa?rak
ykasruun
xaabrat
yyaddiduun
m?aOOiOa
haajijat

'your hair'
'they break'
'she telephoned'
'they limit'
'furnished(f. sg.)'
'she argued'

mhaadid

mhaadida

'bordering (f.)'

'bordering (m.)'

The raising of a to i is regular in an open syllable; it may precede the applicationof
Syncope, although no evidence bears on this question. So far as I know, heteromorphemic identical consonants that also meet the structuralconditionsof Syncope are not
attested in Iraqi Arabic, so we cannot test that particularaspect of the antigemination
effect.
As Erwin (1963) points out, the antigeminationcondition on Syncope is otherwise
puzzling. It cannot be explained by a general prohibition against geminates, which
abound in the languageboth intra- and intermorphemically.Thus, the OCP must again
be implicatedhere, with Syncope appliedto the output of Tier Conflation.Similarfacts
hold in TunisianArabic (Wise (1983)).
Phenomenaof roughlythe same sort can be found in the Damascenedialect. In this
dialect Syncope applies to any schwa (which may be the result of reducinga nonlow
vowel) in an open syllable:
(70) Damascene Syncope
aCV
/ 0_
Like Iraqi Arabic, Damascene exhibits the familiar contrast brought on by identical
consonants:
(71) a. btaskon
'you dwell'
'you (f. sg.) dwell'
btaskni
bisaaied
'he helps'
bisaaUdu 'they help'
b. bisabbeb
'he causes'
bisabbobu 'they cause'
taxassos
'specialization'
taxass.sak 'thy (m.) specialization'
bihaazez
'he argues with'
bihaazazu 'they argue with'
14

Erwin(1963)reportssome variabilityin the adjectivalforms,withmitraasis'crowdedtogether'showing
up sometimes in the feminineas mitraassa ratherthan the expected mitraasisa.It is difficultto know what
to make of this variation,althoughit seems to be paralleledby some sort of metathesiseffect in anotherclass
of forms: mxarbut 'having mixed up' has feminines mxarbuta - mxarubta.Similardifficultiesarise in the
TunisianArabicdata discussed by Wise (1983).
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This much is familiar, but an added twist to the Damascene facts is very revealing.
Syncope is also blocked by adjoiningheteromorphemicconsonantsthat are merely similar, differingin voicing and/orpharyngealization:
(72) madd+ et
hatt+ et
flddl+ et

'she stretched'
'she put'
'silver of'

madd3to
hatt3to
fad.ld.to

'she stretched it'
'she put it'
'your (f. sg.) silver'

The fact that the antigeminationeffect holds for heteromorphemicconsonants in these
examples is a consequence of the conflation of all tiers, includingthose containingsuffixes, as I will explain in the following section. Our concern at the moment is with the
fact that strict identity of the adjoiningconsonants is not requiredfor antigeminationto
be in force.
The explanationfor this phenomenonis well within the purview of the OCP, providing we make one auxiliaryassumption. First, we should note that the limitationof
this aspect of the antigeminationeffect to heteromorphemicconsonants is not directly
relevant; the Arabic root canons are such that no root could exist that had adjacent
consonants differingonly in voicing and/orpharyngealization.Second, that only coronal
consonants happen to be involved follows from the fact that t is the only consonant
occurringin the suffixes that would display this alternation.Cowell's (1964)intuitionas
to why deletion is prohibitedin the cases in (72) is valuable;he points out that voicing
and pharyngealizationare the propertieswith respect to which the cluster resultingfrom
deletion would assimilate by independentlymotivatedrules of the language. Under the
assumptionthat all assimilationis autosegmentalspreading,we can put this intuitionto
work. Since voicing and pharyngealizationassimilate, the features underlyingthem[voice] and [constricted pharynx] ([CP])-must be representedon a separate autosegmental tier from the rest of the phonemic melody. From this it furtherfollows that OCP
effects on vowel syncope will be modulodifferencesin the values of these two featuresthey do not count for identity because they have been segregatedonto a separate tier:
o

(73)
CvCCv
f

C V

T a T

?CPl -CP
L?voii

L-voiJ

Here the T's indicate segments unspecified for the assimilatingfeatures, and they are
obviously identical in this case.
This account of assimilatingfeatures and consonant identity enjoys some independent support from a different rule in the Tunisian Arabic dialect. According to Wise
(1983), some speakersof TunisianArabic-call them dialect B speakers-apply a further
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rule to the dialect A pattern in (74):
(74) Underlying Dialect A Dialect B
/sibt + it + i/ sibtiti
sibitti
'my belt'
/rabt+ it + i/ rabtiti
rabitti
'my knot'
The dialect B pattern deletes a vowel between heteromorphemicidentical consonants,
with the deletion limited to stems CVCC ending in t or t followed by the feminine suffix
it. The propertyof interest here is that this rule, whatever it is, treats t and t as a class
under some condition of identity with the t of the suffix. Again, the relevant segments
are identical modulo the assimilatingfeature [CP].
These considerations of partial identity are of some interest, since, like the antigeminationfacts, they representthe antithesisof the behaviorof adjacentsegments. Just
as tautomorphemicgeminates resist separationby epenthesis or other means, so it has
been observed (Tuller (1981), Steriade (1982), Hayes (1985)) that certain homorganic
clusters show the same property. The antigeminationeffect, I claim, applies in a principled way to pairs of consonants that differ only in features that regularlyassimilate.
This suggests an interestingconvergence of these two distinct lines of investigation.
4.4. Yup'ikEskimo
The final case of antigeminationunderthe OCP is the CentralYup'ik dialect of Alaskan
Eskimo. This languagehas a phonologicalruledeletingschwa in a two-sidedopen syllable
(Reed et al. (1977), Woodbury(1982), Miyaoka (1971)):
(75) a.
b.

Yup'ikSyncope
->0/vC
Cv
k3moni
qatzgak
avaga

kamni
qatgak
avga

'his own flesh'
'upper torso'
'its half

When the consonants on both sides of the potentialdeletion site are identical, Syncope
is blocked in a way that is by now familiar.Instead, the consonantfollowing the schwa
geminates, renderingthe syllable closed:'5
(76) at;t3o
k3mzmi

naitoqaqapixtuq

> at0tt3q
kzmzmmi

'their own names'
'of his own flesh'

naUt3qzqqapixtuq 'he is very sick'

15 Discussions of the antigeminationconditionon Syncope in Yup'ikusuallyconsiderit on a par with the
failure of Syncope in the following sequences as well: iay, can, tdc, cat. There is a difference, however,
betweenthe antigeminationconditionon Syncopeandthe prohibitionof these clusters.Theformeris restricted
to the rule of Syncope, whereas the latter holds throughoutthe language-such clusters cannot occur at all,
from any source. They are, then, irrelevantto the issues discussed here.
I am indebtedto Tony Woodburyfor his considerablehelp with the Eskimodata. My use of the material
is, of course, my responsibility.
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The complementaritybetween deletion and geminationis not unexpected-in another
dialect, that of Norton Sound, there is geminationin all cases. The basic observationis
that schwa may not occur in a stressed open syllable, and either geminationor deletion
produces that result. Thus, in Central Yup'ik, geminationapplies in only those forms
where Syncope fails because of the OCP.
Since Yup'ik shows no resistance to hetero- or tautomorphemicgeminates at underlyingor surfacerepresentation,it providesyet anotherclear case of the OCPblocking
Syncope. What distinguishes Yup'ik from languages like Afar or Tonkawa is that the
antigeminationcondition is enforced in Yup'ik regardlessof whetherthe consonants are
contained in the same morphemeor not. This differenceis attributableto the Tier Conflation operation and to the status of the syncope rules in the respective languages, as
I will now show.
The syncope rules in Afar and Tonkawa have the characterof ratherremote morphophonemicprocesses. In Tonkawa, Syncope bears various conditions limitingits domain to the stem and, so far as I know, no phonologicalrules demonstrablyprecede it.
In Afar, there are direct orderingarguments,given by Bliese (1981, 213), demonstrating
that Syncope is quite early. Afar Syncope is boundedby proclitic and compoundjunctures (77a), it must precede a (postlexical)rule that destresses the second of two adjacent
stressed syllables (77b), and it is preceded only by Afar's (cyclic) rule by which the
rightmoststress wins (cf. (29)):
(77) a.
b.

ma#t+akuma
daro-h-ata-daro##ubule-

matakma,*matkuma 'you don't eat'
'weevil'
*darhata,*darohta
dar6##uble

-> dar6ble -> daroble

'I saw grain'

In contrast, Yup'ik Syncope is a very late phonologicalrule. It is demonstrablyvery
close to the last rule in the phonologicalderivation(Woodbury(1984)).It is in all respects
indifferentto morphologicalinformation.
This distinction between two rule types can readily be identified with Kiparsky's
(1982)distinctionbetween lexical and postlexical phonologicalrules, althoughthis is not
essential to the analysis. Rules sensitive to morphologicalinformationand orderedearly,
even if not demonstrablycyclic, are appliedin the lexicon. Afar and TonkawaSyncope
are instances of these. Yup'ik Syncope, on the other hand, is quite clearly postlexical.
Integratingthese observations with Tier Conflation,we now see how it is that languages can differin the apparentmorphologicalsensitivityof the OCP.If Tier Conflation,
like Bracket Erasure, prevents morphologicalinformationfrom escaping the lexicon,
then we expect postlexical rules like Yup'ik Syncope to be systematicallyindifferentto
whether the adjoiningconsonants are tautomorphemicor not. In other words, in Yup'ik
Tier Conflationfolds all morphemesonto one tier before Schwa Deletion applies, so the
OCP effect is indifferentto morphologicalconstituency. This is in fact the case. Lexical
rules, like Afar or Tonkawa Syncope, ought instead to differ in this regard, or at least
to show some morphologicalsensitivity, dependingon whether Bracket Erasure (and
consequently Tier Conflation)is applied cyclically, at the end of each level, or only at
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the end of the lexicon. The rules at issue are not sufficiently subtle measures to settle
this last issue, which is in any case a quite separateone, since they invariablydistinguish
between hetero- and tautomorphemiccases.
The clinching argumentcomes from comparingthe general CentralYup'ik pattern
above with the treatment of schwas in the Hooper Bay Chevak dialect described by
Woodbury (1982). In Chevak the speech of young people sometimes conforms to the
general Yup'ik pattern, but the more usual situationis for schwa to delete freely even
when adjoinedby identical consonants:
(78) an3ni

onni

'house'

malii-yutztu1zmni malii-yuttulbmni 'when I always tagged along'
atotuluutuj

>

attuluutDi

'they always putting on'

The result of deleting schwa between identicalconsonants in no case mergeswith a true,
one-to-many geminate. Rather, the cluster of identical consonants is produced with a
medial release that, in sonorant environments, is a full-fledgedvowel. In this respect,
the geminate clusters derived by Syncope are indistinguishablefrom all other clusters
in the language in a similarprosodic environment.In no case does the derived cluster
merge with a true geminate.
How can we reconcile what appears to be an interdialectaldifference in the antigeminationeffect? The answer lies in consideringthe morphologicalcontext of syncope
of schwa between identical consonants. In all cases the syncope happensbetween morphemes that are part of the productive morphology-it never occurs either morphemeinternally or across morphemes that are lexicalized. Although in the general Yup'ik
pattern Syncope is postlexical, in Chevak it applies in the last lexical stratum,the one
that incorporatesthe so-called internalsyntax of productivemorphology.WhenSyncope
applies in general Yup'ik, all morphemes have been conflated to a single tier, so the
antigeminationeffect of the OCP is in full force. In Chevak, on the other hand, applications of Syncope see productively derived heteromorphemicsequences on separate
tiers, and so in that context antigeminationis regularlysuspended. This distinction in
the domain of Syncope in the two dialects is consistent with their overall properties,
but it cannot as yet be independentlymotivated.
The upshot is that rule typology largely derives the interlinguisticdifferences observed here, a conclusion that is supportedin subsequent discussion of apparentviolations of the antigeminationeffect of the OCP.
5. ApparentLapses of Antigemination
5.1. Rules Applying before Tier Conflation

The theory developed up to this point predicts that, at least in principle,there ought to
exist rules of syncope that are immuneto the OCPantigeminationeffect. Such rules can
arise in a languagewith Semitic-likestructure(vowels and consonants on separatetiers)
providing that they apply relatively early in the derivation, before Tier Conflation. In
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those circumstances, a syncope rule can create a tautomorphemicgeminate consonant
without triggeringan OCP violation; the result is indistinguishablefrom a tautomorphemic geminate in underlying structure. Two such rules are known to me: the class of
phenomenainvolving metathesis and syncope between identicalconsonants throughout
Arabic and Northwest Semitic, and the syncope rule in the East Semitic language
Akkadian.
5.1.1. Semitic Metathesis. In Classical Arabic, all modern Arabic dialects, and all
Northwest Semitic languages like TiberianHebrew or the various Aramaiclanguages,
verbs whose last two root consonants are identical have somewhat differentparadigms
from normaltriliteralverbs. Recall that a verb like habab 'love' is derived from a root
/hlb/by spreadingof the final root consonant. Thus, the underlyingstructureof such a
verb is as shown in (79a), whereas deletion of the second vowel before Tier Conflation
would produce a structurelike (79b):
(79) a.

b.
a

a

CVCVC
/\

CVCC
I

h

h

iV\

b

V

b

The configurationin (79b) does not violate the OCP, so a derivationof this sort ought
to be possible. In fact, such a rule exists and it is demonstrablyordered at a suitably
early point in the derivation.
Let us examine two languages displayingthis rule, Classical Arabic and Egyptian
Arabic, since the facts are well understoodand since they cover the range of variation
that the languagesdisplay. In EgyptianArabicwe find the differencesbetween /hb/ and
the ordinarytriliteralroot /ktb/ shown in (80):
(80) katab
katabt
katabu
yiktib
tiktibi

habb
habbeet
habbu
yihibb
tihibbi

3rd m. sg. perfective
1st, 2nd m. sg. perfective
3rd pl. perfective
3rd m. sg. imperfective
2nd f. sg. imperfective

With all investigators, I assume that the pattern on the left in (80) is the normal one,
and that the verbs on the right are derived from more abstractrepresentationsin which
the two identicalconsonants are not contiguous:/habab/,/hbib/.There are good reasons
to believe, however, that the rule responsiblefor this alternationis a rule of allomorphy
ratherthan part of the phonology. First, the forms with consonant-initialsuffixes show
a linking vowel -ee- after the stem. This is not some automatic result of epenthesis,
however; EgyptianArabicepenthesizes i, and so far as I know no languagehas epenthetic
long vowels. (This linkingvowel is generallytaken to be the result of analogywith verbs
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whose third root consonant was y, like rameet 'I threw'.) Second, no phonologicalrule
can be shown to precede this rule, and a considerablenumberof phonologicalrules must
follow it. These orderingpropertiesare exactly what we expect of a rule of allomorphy
or a very early phonological rule.
Therefore, we will say that there are two allomorphs of the verb from the root
lhbI-hVbbee prevocalicallyand hVbbotherwise-which are createdby a morpholexical
rule at the earliest level of the phonology. This rule is an operationon CV skeleta only:
(81) [C (V) CC]

-

[C V C C] ? ee

The deletion operation in (81) could equally well be formulatedas it is in the cognate
rule (62); the point is that such rules specifically apply only to create tautomorphemic
geminates.
The alternationsare somewhat differentin ClassicalArabic, but several facts point
to the same conclusion. Consider the Classical forms for the roots /ktb/ and /md/
'measure':
(82) katabu
katabtu
yaktubu
yaktubna

maddu
madadtu
yamuddu
yamdudna

3rd pl. perfective
1st sg. perfective
3rd m. sg. imperfective
3rd f. pl. imperfective

This rule has often been taken to be phonological(Brame(1970)),andit can be formulated
in a straightforwardway (6) that is not in conflict with what we know about the formal
properties of phonological rules. Nevertheless, certain aspects of this process point to
its very early ordering. First, it is sensitive to the difference between hetero- and
tautomorphemicidentical consonants; this is indicated by the formulationof rule (6),
a formulationthat clearly presupposesthat root and vowel melody tiers have not yet been
conflated. Second, the rule has many exceptions, some of them showing consistent
lexical characteristics. Verbs describingcolors or bodily defects in the first binyan do
not undergo this rule, and some other stative verbs (like cdabib'aboundin lizards') are
systematic exceptions as well. Exceptionality depending on lexical or morphological
class membershipis an obvious characteristicof morpholexicalor early phonological
rules. Third, as with the Egyptian Arabic rule, no phonologicalrule demonstrablyprecedes this Classical Arabic one. Fourth, the most compelling evidence is that it must
precede at least some morphologicalrules. The formationof pluralnouns by infixation
is a well-understoodcharacteristicof ClassicalArabic:it is essentiallyuniversalin nouns
of four consonants, like madras+ at 'school'; pluralmadaaris.Nouns of this type whose
last two consonants are identical undergothe metathesis/syncoperule, so their surface
forms are midaqq+ at 'pestle' or milaff 'reel'. Of these, about half show the expected
infixed plural with subsequent metathesis (madaaqq),but the other half have suffixing
plurals (milaff+ aat) and do not undergo infixing pluralization.The correct analysis of
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this otherwise anomalous second class requiresthat these nouns have alreadyassumed
the CVCVCiCipatternat the time pluralizationapplies. Thus, metathesis/syncopemust
precede pluralization. Furthermore,metathesis precedes the formation of the jussive
mood. Jussives are derived from correspondingindicative imperfectivesby truncating
the final vowel u. The jussive of yamudduis yamudd (with a final "euphonic" vowel),
showing that metathesis, which is sensitive to the presence of the final vowel, must have
already applied before the morphologicaltruncationrule.
In sum, the metathesis rules in various Semitic languages not only are consistent
with applicationbefore Tier Conflation but in fact require it, since they apply subject
to the one-to-manymelody-to-skeletonmappingthat obtainsonly before Tier Conflation
has applied. These metathesis rules are all orderedat the beginningof the phonology or
earlier, and are thereforeconsistent as well with the idea that Tier Conflationis applied
at each stratumof a lexical derivation.
5.1.2. AkkadianSyncope. A more challengingbut also moreinterestingcase of syncope
that creates geminates is presented by the Semitic languageAkkadian.The situation I
describe obtains in the Old Babyloniandialect, but in general outlines it holds for Assyrian and for other eras in this languageas well.
Akkadianhas a familiarrule deleting any vowel in a two-sided open syllable (83a).
Examples of adjacentheterogeneousand identicalconsonantsappearin (83b)and (83c):
(83) a.

AkkadianSyncope
v ->0/vC

b.

damiqat

-Cv
-

lemunu
rapasum

c.

dububii
sakikat
issalilu

-

damqat

'she is good'

lemnu
rapsum

'he is bad (subjunctive)'
'wide (m. nom. sg.)'

dubbii
S
sakkat

'speak! (f. sg.)'
'it (f.) was harrowed'

-*issallu

'he was led forth'

There is no doubt that the OCP is in force in the Akkadianlexicon; this language is
subjectto exactly the same root structureconstraintsas Arabic. Furthermore,we cannot
appeal to the idea that Syncope in Akkadianis a rule of phonetic implementation(as
described in section 5.2) because it never applies across word boundary(except in compounded proper names or other fixed expressions), it is apparentlynot optional, and it
is often suppressed in loans and systematicallyin one suffix.
There is, however, reason to believe that this rule is instead a relatively early one,
although clearly phonological. A rigorous demonstration of this is quite lengthy
(McCarthy(ms.; forthcoming)),but I can at least make some suggestive remarkshere.
It has long been known that Syncope in Akkadianis involved not only in the word-level
alternationsin (83) but also in stem-level ones, involvingthe affixes that formthe various
derived binyanim of the verb. Compare the imperatives and participles for different
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derived forms of the citation root prs 'decide':
(84) Binyan

Gt
S
St

Imperative

Participle

pitras
supris
sutapris

muptarsum
musaprisum
mustaprisum

The Gt is a mediopassive of the underivedform (Grundform)of the verb; the St is the
mediopassive of the causative S. Even casual inspection of these data reveals the pervasive influence of Syncope; there are vowel-zero alternationsacross the stem. In fact,
we can set up underlyingstem forms /pitaras/,/sutaparis/,and /naparis/,and derive the
surface forms from them by Syncope. These are composed of a basic root-containing
stem IpVrVs/and three affixes: prefixes lsV/ and InV!and infix !tV!.
The mode of applicationof Syncope is what concerns us, so we first note that this
rule may apply at several foci in the same form. Left-to-rightiterationof a word-level
syncope rule has initial plausibility, but it is easily dismissed. Consider the pattern of
vowel deletion in the S form mus'aprisumfrom /musaparisum/.With a left-to-rightiterative Syncope rule insensitive to morphologicalstructure,this underlyingrepresentation would be expected to yield surface *musparsun. Right-to-leftiterationproduces
the same incorrect result, but cyclic applicationof Syncope is successful:
(85) Stem formation
Syncope
S prefixation
Syncope
Prefixation
Syncope
Suffixation
Syncope

paris
DNA
saparis
sapris
musapris
DNA
musaprisum
DNA

The order of morphologicaloperations in this derivationis easy to justify; after initial
formationof the stem by autosegmentalassociation, the causative morphologyand then
participial morphology are added. The final stage adds the nominative case-marking
suffix -um.

What we have, then, is a rule that must apply cyclically, somethingthat is clearly
not true of the Semitic syncope rules that respect the OCP. Cyclic Syncope in Akkadian
is different, and therefore it plausibly sees stem forms before they undergo Tier Conflation. Thus, AkkadianSyncope is insensitive to the OCP antigeminationeffect, since
no violation of the OCP is created.
5.2. Phonetic Implementation Rules

Just as the very earliest rules in Semitic languagesdo not show the antigeminationeffect,
so too do the very latest rules in any language. Rules of phonetic implementation,dis-
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tinguished from phonological rules by their gradienteffect, their variability, their dependence on speech rate, and their lack of interactionwith the phonology, create what
appearto be geminatesbut in fact are not, at least of the phonologicalsort. The evidence
for this claim and the reasons behindthis apparentexemptionof phoneticimplementation
rules from the OCP are of some interest, so we shall consider them in detail.'6
Table 1 lists a numberof apparentsyncope rules that may create geminates, along
with details of their formulation.'7
These observations are not exactly equivalentcross-linguistically;we have considerably more detailed informationon some languages. Nevertheless, some fairly robust
generalizationsemerge. First, all known rules deletinga vowel between tautomorphemic
identical consonants are optional under some conditions, and nearly all are reportedto
be dependent on speech rate or style, with deletion occurringonly in the more casual
or reduced register. Second, these rules typically are not structure-preserving;as in
English, they c.reateconfigurationsthat are not possible in the lexicon. Third,the cluster
resultingfrom syncope has propertiesthat ordinarygeminateclusters-hetero- or tautomorphemic-do not have in these languages. The first of the two identical consonants
does not become the coda of the precedingsyllableafterschwa deletion;resyllabification
is suspended.'8 Rules of degeminationdo not apply to this configurationeither. These
effects are, in themselves, quite remarkable,since they mean that the putativegeminate
clusters derived by syncope do not mergewith other geminates,even thoughwe usually
find that languages make no phonetic distinctionbetween hetero- and tautomorphemic
geminates, despite their different melodic representation.Fourth, the rules often have
gradienteffects, eatingup moreof the vowel at faster speech ratesratherthanobliterating
it categorially.Finally, in the Japanesecase, where instrumentalphoneticdata are available, we see that low-level coarticulatoryprocesses must precede syncope.
I suggest that we identify this constellation of properties with rules of phonetic
implementation(Libermanand Pierrehumbert(1984))and that all instances of syncope
of a vowel between tautomorphemicidenticalconsonants are consequences of phonetic
implementationrules ratherthan phonologicalrules. Why should rules of phonetic implementationbe exempt from the antigeminationeffect of the OCP?There are two possible answers that come from very differentviews of rule typology. If phonetic implementationrules are formallylargely homogeneouswith phonologicalrules, then we can
understandthe phon-eticversion of syncope as a rule deleting a skeletal element only,
16
1 am greatly indebted to MarkLibermanand Janet Pierrehumbert
for their assistance in formulating
the results of this section.
17
It is likely that syncope in Moroccan Arabic is of the same character-for example, it is gradient
dependingon the consonantalcontext-but other details are not available.
18 Englishspeakerswho are dubiousaboutthe suspensionof resyllabification
may wish to conducta small
experiment. Performingthe word firmament in front of the mirrorat successively faster speech rates will
eventually yield a productionwhere the lips do not open duringthe medialmam; at that point the vowel is
gone. Nevertheless, the form remainsclearlytrisyllabicwith a syllabicm. In no case will this formmergewith
the initial-stressednounferment.
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Table 1
ApparentSyncope Rules
Language
Examples

Odawa (Piggott (1985, 138))
tatanisi-w-+ ttanisi 'he stays for a while'
sisiikkisi-w -* ssiikkisi 'he is the older/oldest'
kikikkaa -> kkikkaa 'you (sg.) are old'

Remarks

A general rule reduces unstressed vowels to schwa, and under poorly
understood conditions (sometimes optionally) schwa is further reduced to zero.

Language

Modern Hebrew (Bolozky (1977; 1984))

Examples

nadedu --naddu
rinenu -- rinnu

Remarks

Occurs only at speech rates greater than those requiredfor creation
of other lexically impermissibleclusters. Resultinggeminate is neither simplified (although geminate simplificationis typical of fast
speech) nor resyllabified.

Language
Examples

English
allelism
baroreceptor
canoness
canonist
holily
oilily
sillily
synonym
firmament
Only in very fast speech. Resultinggeminateis not submittedto geminate simplificationor resyllabification.

Remarks

Language

Japanese

Examples

kiku -> kku 'chrysanthemum'
susumu -> ssumu 'given name'

Remarks

Vowels are optionallydeleted (via devoicing)adjacentto voiceless consonants and word boundary.Qualityof deleted vowel is recoverable
from spectral energy distributionof precedingconsonant (Beckman
and Shoji (1984)).
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leaving the associated melodic element stranded. For the reduced pronunciationof firmament, this yields the representation in (86):
(86)

f

cr

cvc cvcc

I'll1111

fr mom c n t
This accounts for the apparentsurfaceOCPviolations-there is no violationof the OCP
in this structure. But it fails to explain many of the other characteristicsof such rules,
their gradientcharacterand failure to induce resyllabificationin particular.
The alternative is to take seriously the idea that phonology and phonetic implementationare separatecomponentswith distinctvocabularyand formalproperties.This
is, in fact, Libermanand Pierrehumbert'stack, and they propose that phonetic implementationconsists of rules for interpreting(ratherthan transforming)the output of the
phonology. Under this strictly modularway of looking at things, "syncope" in phonetic
implementationis not deletion at all, but rathera failure to interpretthe phonological
symbol V by producing sufficient opening in the oral vocal tract. The fact that resyllabificationand degemination,for example, do not applyto the outputof this "syncope"
follows completely automatically,since nothinghas changedin the representation.This,
of course, explains as well why the OCPis apparentlyno longerin force-the unchanged
representationconforms to the OCP even though the phonetic interpretationdoes not
express a particularvowel articulatorily.'9
Similar considerations of rule typology also suggest an account of the occasional
paradoxical cases of rules that violate principles of geminate integrity. For example,
SouthernPaiute vowel devoicing is known to affect only one moraof a long vowel (Sapir
(1930)), contrary to what we might predict. Rather than say that vowels in Southern
Paiute are exempt from the OCP (it is certainly enforced in consonants), we should
consider what sort of rule vowel devoicingis. It creates a segmenttype that is impossible
in SouthernPaiute underlyingrepresentationsand arguablyin those of every other lan'9 One could imaginean alternative,phoneticinterpretation
of the antigeminationeffect, as an anonymous
reviewerhas suggestedto me. The underlyingpremiseis that gesturesby the same articulatorare difficultto
produceif they follow too quicklyon one another.It follows fromthis that languagesshouldavoid shortening
vowels adjoinedby identicalconsonants. This articulatoryprinciplewould then affect vowel reductionrules
as they entered a language,suppressingthem when the adjoiningconsonantsare too similar,and this result
would be inheritedby the phonologizedsyncope rule that eventuallyemerged.
There are strong reasons to dismiss this hypothesis. First, the putative articulatoryphonetic principle
underlyingit is surely wrong. Kupin(1982)observes that alliterativetonguetwisters-like Peter Piper . . .
are not especiallydifficult,whereastonguetwistersinvolvingconsonantsof similarmannerand differentpoint

of articulation-like

She sells sea shells . . .-are

extraordinarily challenging. The articulatory load is minimal

fromrepeatingexactly the same gesture. Second, this phoneticaccountpredictsthatthe antigeminationeffect
shouldbejust as robustwithhomorganicnonidenticalsegmentsas withidenticalones, since the samearticulator
is involved. This is false; the only cases wherenonidenticalsegmentsexhibitantigeminationare those in which
the segments differonly in an assimilatingfeature,as discussedin section 4.3. Third,the phoneticaccountof
antigeminationis completelyat odds with the observationsof this section-that phoneticimplementationrules
specificallyare not subjectto the antigeminationcondition.
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guage as well. If a rule creates a distinction no languageexploits lexically, then surely
it is part of phonetic implementation.Phonetic implementationrules, conceived of interpretively rather than generatively, will not necessarily be sensitive to geminate
integrity.20

6. RemainingIssues and Assessment
6.1. The Independence and Universality of the OCP

Up to this point, the investigationhas been conducted undertwo assumptions:that the
OCP is an independent principle of phonologicalorganizationapplying to lexical representationsand lexically derivedforms, and thatthe OCPis observedwithoutexception
cross-linguistically, at least in the nontonal domain. Neither of these assumptions is
obviously correct, althoughthe evidence introducedto this point is certainly germane
to the issue. I will now treat each of these points in some detail, marshalingarguments
provided by materialalready considered as well as other factors.
It is sometimes suggested that the OCP is an epiphenomenonderivable from the
evaluation metric or Occam's razor, and not an independent principle of linguistic
theory.2' This view, I maintain, reflects implicit assumptions about the role of "simplicity" in phonologicalrepresentationsthat the OCP merely makes explicit.
Let us begin with Occam's razor,a principleof linguistic(andscientific)metatheory.
The OCP, presentedwith the data of Arabic, selects the lexical representationfor samam
in (87a) and rejects the one in (87b):
(87) a.

b.
a

s

a

~A
m

s

m

m

Occam's razor would tell us not to make a distinction between these two objects in
Arabic without evidence, but it would not tell us which of them the grammaractually
contains. There is certainly no way in which (87a) is simplerin a general, nonlinguistic
sense than (87b)-the latter uses more ink, but the former uses more structure.Moreover, a psychological interpretationof Occam's razor would lead us to the wrong conclusion-the grammarshould contain (87b), where the phonological representationis
much closer to what languagelearnersactuallyobserve. In other words, from this view20 I am indebtedto John Kingstonfor discussionof this point. Kingstonhas observedthat
epenthesisinto
geminatesonorantsin Klamath,anotherpossible problemfor geminateintegrity,also bears the stigmataof a
phoneticimplementationrule.
21 The Occam's razor position is arguedfor in Odden(1984);the evaluationmetricview, althoughit has
not appearedin print, seems to be widely held. Thanksto Donca Steriadefor several interestingchallenges
on the ideas behindthis section.
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point the OCP is actually the opposite of Occam's razor, since it introducescomplexity
into the phonological/phoneticmappingthat may be unsupportedby direct evidence.
Deriving the OCP from the evaluation metric runs into equally serious conceptual
problems. Familiaritywith the term "evaluationmetric" has led to ratherloose use of
it-we forget that several very different,specific hypotheses have gone underthis name.
I assume, however, that the evaluation metric intended to derive the OCP is the one
defined in Chomsky and Halle (1968), where the value of a grammaris inversely related
to the numberof nonredundantsymbols (= features) in its rules and lexicon. Granted,
counting phonologicalfeatures alone gives us the same result for (87a) and (87b) as the
OCP (althoughas a preference rather than an absolute prohibition),but this is a perversion of Chomsky and Halle's originalintention.They are at pains to point out (1968,
340) that the evaluation metric they propose does not incorporatesome theory-independent notion of simplicity but rather is embedded within their whole apparatusof
notationalconventions and phonologicalrepresentations.It makes little sense to take it
over whole into a theory with very differentrepresentations.For example, the old evaluation metric also says that arbitrarymanipulationsof association lines by rules would
not complicategrammars,since they involve no features, and contourtones or segments
would be no less highly valued than comparablesequences. The representationsin (87a)
and (87b) involve a trade-offbetween structuralcomplexity in the former and "orthographic" complexity in the latter. The structuralcomplexity of (87a) exacts its cost in
complicatingthe grammar-(87a) requiresa spreadingrule that is unnecessary in (87b)
(if spreadingis rule-governed,as in Pulleyblank(1984))-whereas most of the apparent
complication in (87b) is redundant,given independentlynecessary constraints on the
distributionof homorganicroot consonants.
This problemfor derivingthe OCPfroma feature-countingevaluationmetricis most
clear in languagesthat-unlike Semitic-do not have CV skeletaprovidedindependently
by the morphology.In any such languagethatmakes a contrastbetween tautomorphemic
geminates and simplex segments, although the OCP reduces the number of features
needed in the lexical entries of phonemic melodies, it actually complicates the lexical
entries for CV skeleta and correspondingrules of association. To see why this is so,
consider the hypotheticalrepresentationsfrom such a languagein (88), the first of which
respects the OCP and the second of which does not:
(88) a.
CVCCV

IIV I

d a b a

b.
CVCCV

I1111I1

d abb

a

In general, a language with the configurationin (88b) could invariablyproject the CV
skeleton from the phonemic melody, all other things being equal; thus, the CV skeleton
would exact no cost in evaluatingthe lexicon since it would be purely redundantinformation. But a languageobeying the OCP, with structures(88a), must in generalstipulate
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the numberof positions in the CV skeleton of the lexical entryfor each morpheme,since
by hypothesis we cannot know whether a particularsegment is geminate or not from
the phonemic melody alone. In other words, for the apparentsimplificationof phonemic
melodies achieved under the OCP there is a correspondingand equal complication of
the information residing in the CV skeleton and the association between phonemic
melody and skeleton. Since the feature-countingevaluation metric (under any version
proposed) behooves us to measure the complexity of entire grammarsrather than individual pieces of them, no overall savings in features or in stipulationsis achieved by
adoptingrepresentationslike (88a). Thus, the OCPcannot be derivedfrom minimization
of features.
I conclude, then, that the machineryavailablefor evaluatingthe simplicityof scientific theories or of grammarsis insufficientto derive the OCP. Of course, we might
propose that the evaluation metric be modifiedto include a clause like (89):
(89) Grammarsare highly valued to the extent that they use
xx

Vinstead

xx

ofi

This, of course, is nothing but a restatementof the OCP as a principleof markedness,
since an evaluation metric is presumed to express our conclusions about the relative
markednessof grammarsas opposed to absoluteprohibitionsor requirements.Note that
what we are doing here is incorporatingthe OCP into a new evaluation metric rather
than erroneously (as I have argued)presumingto derive it from the old one.
The correctness of the relative OCP in (89) as opposed to the absolute OCP is a
matterthat cannotbe fully resolved here. The tonal literatureseems to arguefor a relative
interpretation.But there are a few general considerationsthat, I think, militatestrongly
in favor of the absolute interpretationof the OCP, at least for nonprosodicphonology.
First, no languageyet analyzedpresentsa simplecontrastbetween singly associated
and multiply associated tautomorphemicgeminates, nor do we find a Semitic language
with roots sm (87a)and smm (87b)both yieldingthe surfaceformsamam. Such contrasts
are in principle readily learnable-after all, they would conceivably have transparent
phonetic consequences (like medial release for clusters versus medial closed transition
for geminates). Even withoutovert phoneticdifferencesbetween the two sorts of objects,
they would still be readily detectable by the languagelearnerfrom their effects on morphological and phonologicalrules of the various types discussed in section 1 or on syncope rules, all of which distinguishthe two types. This worst-case situationfor detecting
OCP violations is no more opaque than-and in fact is comparableto-the arguments
for empty segments contrastingwith zero in studies like Clements and Keyser (1983)
and Marlett and Stemberger (1983) or the argumentsfor abstract segments in earlier
literature. The nonexistence of languages making such a contrast in the lexicon is an
importantresult of the OCP.
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A corollary of this observationis that systems with purportedOCP violations typically make another distinction that goes along with the contrast of single and double
segments. This is the case in Cuna (see footnote 6), where, apartfrom the descriptive
problems, it is the case that the two dialects must differ in their syllable structureas
well as their melodies. Or Broselow's (1984; 1985) analysis of Amharic roots, which
argues that Amharic contrasts roots fj and wdd, is weakened by the fact that roots of
these two classes never appear with the same skeleton under any circumstances-that
is, the phonology and morphologyconspire to preserve this underlyingdistinction perfectly.22Yawelmani (Archangeli(1983; 1984)),another apparentOCP violator, has exactly the same property. As long as one or more other distinctions are systematically
made in tandem with the OCP violation, somethingthat is not typical of parametersof
interlinguisticvariation, we must entertainexplanationsthat do not involve the OCP.
In particular,the possibility exists in both Yawelmaniand Amharicthat we are dealing
with lexically governed choice of skeleton or association patternby roots that respect
the OCP.
A related problem with the markednessinterpretationof the OCP is that the languages like Amharicor Yawelmaniwith apparentOCP violations also eschew autosegmental spreading,so that the one-to-manyattachmentsthat obtainin languagesrespecting the OCP are systematically avoided. This is an extremely peculiar result under the
logic of a markedness principle like (89), since it boils down to a situation where a
languagedisplaysthe markedoption by adoptingthe markedrepresentationand dropping
the unmarkedone-as if a languagewere to have voiced obstruentswithout voiceless
ones, rather than adding voiced ones to the voiceless set the languagemust have. A
markednessinterpretationof the OCP is clearly the wrong way to go about this.
The alternativeand, I think, the best way to account for any nonuniversalityin the
OCP, if clear violations arise that are not susceptible to reanalysis, is to consider the
OCP a parameterof Universal Grammarwhose unmarkedvalue is "on." That is, the
OCP expresses an absolute prohibition,but it is one that grammarswill deviate entirely
from given evidence to the contrary. This understandingof the OCP is, of course, incompatible with (89), since (89) merely expresses a preferencefor a particulartype of
structureratherthan an absolute choice between the two. The parametrizedOCP also
accounts for the fact that, in languages like Arabic where the evidence has been exhaustively pursued, the absolute interpretationof the OCPis the only one that is correct
empirically,and it seems in fact to function throughoutthe derivationin the way that I
argue in this article.
In sum, the strongest argumentfor the absolute prohibitionexpressed by the OCP
is the absence of languages contrastingtautomorphemicone-to-manyassociation with
tautomorphemicone-to-one associationof identicalsegments. Such a contrastcould have
straightforwardphonetic, phonological,and morphologicalconsequences, yet it is simply
not exploited by the languagesanalyzed thus far.
22

The apparentOCP violationsin Amharicare treatedin McCarthy(to appeara).
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6.2. Tier Conflation and HeteromorphemicGeminates
What happens when the conflation of tiers would create sequences of identical consonants? That is, what happens when Tier Conflationapplies to the hypotheticalconfiguration in (90):
b a

(90)
CVC

I

+ CV

I

d a b
Here we are in the realmof speculation, since evidence aboutthe result is not especially
conclusive. On the one hand, it would be consistent to say that nothingspecial happens,
and that the resultingmelody is [dabba].This is a violationof the OCPto the scrupulous
mind, but it is not an especially serious one, since it arises from a conflict between the
OCPand anotheruniversalprinciple,TierConflation.Thus, we arefree to dictatepriority
between the two as we choose. The alternativeis to suppose that Tier Conflation,when
it folds the two tiers together, fuses the two identical consonants into a single melodic
unit, as in (91):
(91) CVCCV

i I VI

d a b a
It is to be noted that this fusion is not effected by the OCP(as it is in some other theories
of the OCP), but is rather a consequence of Tier Conflation alone under the second
alternative. It is also distinct from the rule-governedfusion of Leben (1980), since here
I make the considerablystrongerclaim that fusion occurs at the same well-definedpoints
in the derivationas Bracket Erasure/TierConflation.
A somewhat philosophicargumentin supportof this alternativeis that it is the one
more consistent with the interpretationof Tier Conflationas a generalizationof Bracket
Erasure. Bracket Erasure dismisses the memory of earlier morphologicalhistory, and
one way it might do so is to erase thoroughly the distinction between hetero- and
tautomorphemicgeminates. Thus, /dab+ ba/ merges completely with monomorphemic
/dabba/.3
What phonetic evidence there is suggests that the latter alternative-where fusion
takes place in conjunctionwith Tier Conflation-is the correct one. Since phonetic rules
are necessarily postlexical, it follows thatphoneticrules will be insensitiveto information
lost by the operation of Tier Conflation/BracketErasure. Althoughvarious lexical phonological rules make reference to the distinctionbetween hetero- and tautomorphemic
geminates, it appears that phonetic rules in general do not. That is, we find complete
homophonybetween the two types of geminatesunless a more remotephonologicalrule,
23

Thanksto Alan Princefor suggestionsalong these lines.
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applyingbefore Tier Conflation,has intervened. If rules of phonetic interpretationsystematicallyfail to respect the difference between the two types of geminates, then at a
minimumthis difference should not be accessible in the course of phonetic implementation, a consequence that the fusion interpretationof Tier Conflationhas.24
Phonologicalevidence for the same conclusion is a little harderto come by, though
the obvious phonological test case is again Tiberian Hebrew Spirantization.25Spirantization does not apply to geminates of any kind, whether they are tautomorphemicor
heteromorphemic.So, for example, the tautomorphemicgeminate t of kitte/3'he wrote
constantly', the assimilated (from /natan+ttl/)heteromorphemicgeminate of ndOattl'I
gave', and the plain heteromorphemicgeminate of karattl 'I cut' all fail to undergo
Spirantization.The first two cases come under the one-to-manyassociation rubricthat
generally blocks rule application to geminates, as described in section 1, the first by
virtue of the OCP and the second by the natureof assimilationrules. But the last case
does not fall out, unless we assume that Spirantizationapplies afterTier Conflation,and
further that Tier Conflation has the fusion effect in (91). Further facts bear on this
conclusion.
Tiberian Hebrew has a rule inserting e into word-finalclusters: /malk/ -* meleX
'king'. This rule, as expected, may not apply to final geminates; instead they are degeminated, so /rabb/becomes rap 'many'.
As is also expected, Epenthesisdoes not applyto tautomorphemicgeminateclusters
derived by assimilation, so P?anp/-* /2app/-) 2a4 'face' (cf. 2ana4 'be angry'). Nor
does it apply to heteromorphemicgeminateclusters derivedby assimilation:/ban+ t/ ->
/batt/ -> baO'daughter'(cf. bdnoO'daughters'). But it does apply to heteromorphemic
geminate clusters that arise by morphemeconcatenationalone: /pahet+ t/ -> pdlheOeO
'corruptionof a leprous garment'(Lev 13, 55).
The order of operations, then, must be Epenthesis-Tier Conflation-Spirantization,
since Epenthesis applies to heteromorphemicgeminates before fusion whereas Spirantization applies to them afterfusion. As we would expect from this ordering,Epenthesis
must precede Spirantizationfor independentreasons: the epenthetic vowel triggersspirantizationof a following obstruent. There is some reason as well to believe that Epenthesis and Spirantizationare at different strata, as they must be if the interveningTier
Conflationoperationdoes duty as BracketErasure.Epenthesisis a strictlyword-internal
process, whereas Spirantizationcan apply phrasallybetween words that are sisters in
the syntactic phrase marker.Thus, Epenthesis is plausiblya lexical rule, whereas Spirantizationis postlexical. These factors, althoughnot overwhelming,point to the correctness of Tier Conflationas an account of the fusion of heteromorphemicgeminates.26
24
A possible counterexampleto this observationaboutphoneticimplementationrules is the treatmentof
derived geminateclusters in Hooper Bay Chevak, discussed in section 4.4.
25
Kenstowiczand Kidda(1985)cite two othersimilarcases, one in Berber(Baderand Kenstowicz(1984))
and the other in Tigrinya(Lowenstammand Prunet(1985)), but these were not availableto me duringthe
preparationof this article.
26 TiberianHebrew Spirantizationis ultimatelyrather
tricky to adduce as evidence here. This rule is
clearly lexical as well as postlexical, as I show in section 4.1. In its applicationacross word boundaries,
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6.3. Conclusion
I have shown in this article that the ObligatoryContourPrinciplehas a significantrole
in the nonlinearphonology of segments, both by constraininglexical representationsand
by applying throughoutthe course of the derivationto account for the antigemination
effect. Along the way I have elaboratedon a theory of the relation between nonlinear
and lexical phonology, a relation that makes a wide array of predictionsof which the
OCP effects are only a small part.
Many issues could receive only imperfecttreatmentwithout makinga long article
even longer. The descriptivecoverage of antigeminationhas not exhaustedthe available
syncope rules, althoughit has covered most of the well-understoodones. For other cases,
I might mention Squamish (Kuipers (1967, 57)) and Lithuanian(Kenstowicz (personal
communication))as languages with rules respecting the OCP and Hindi (Ohala (1972))
as a language with clear lexical enforcement of the OCP but with a syncope rule that
seems indifferentto it. The role of Tier Conflationin a lexical phonologicalmodel needs
considerabledevelopment, and the phonologicalsystems putativelydisplayingTier Conflation require elaboration in this light. Tonal phonology, which various investigators
have argued to violate the OCP, received no shrift at all. The fusion effect of Tier
Conflation, by which heteromorphemicgeminatesare fused into the structureof tautomorphemicones, was adumbratedin only one somewhat doubtfulcase. Nevertheless,
the overall programand a considerable body of evidence in support of it have been
covered in some detail, so the directions for furtherresearch are clear.
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